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ABSTRACT

Once harvested, the quality of grain must be maintained until it is either used or

marketed. Grain in storage is susceptible to invasion by pests or infection by fungi, either of

which has the potential to cause economic losses. Research is on-going to find ways to

minimize such economic losses, but the information needs to be placed in the hands of the

farmers and grain storage managers.

Expert system computer technology has been used with some success for this process

of technology transfer. Expert systems, which encapsulate human expertise needed for the

solution of problems, have been developed in at least four other countries for grain storage

managemem.

The principal objective of this research was to develop a grain storage management

expert system for farmers and grain storage managers based on western Canadian conditions.

To achieve this objective, several conditions were considered. It had to be feasible to develop

zuch a program. The program had to be practical for distribution and be easy to use. Finally,

the program had to make practical recommendations consistent with those made by human

experts.

The development of an expert system consists of five parts: identification,

conceptualization, formalization, implementation, and testing. Identification means that a

suitable problem has been found for an expert system solution. This was achieved by

performing a feasibility analysis which concluded the project to be feasfule. A conceptual

design was formulated to provide a starting point. Formalization consisted of selecting

appropriate hardware and softwa¡e to meet the requirements of the conceptual design and



obtaining the grain storage knowledge in the process known as knowledge acquisition. The

implementation stage consisted of putting the acquired knowledge into the computer

program. During this phase, my philosophy for the program changed. Rather than having

a program which tells the user the appropriate management action, the program should teach

the user why certain actions are likely to be more effective than others.

Testing ofthe system has been limited. A group of agricultural engineering students

were given a problem to solve using the program. Although some concerns \ryere raised, 15

out of 17 respondents claimed to have learned something new about grain storage during their

consultation. Field testing is required before the program can be trusted completely.

lll
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1. INT'RODUCTION

The management of stored grain is an important part of agriculture. Despite the risks

and problems involved with growing a crop, harvest is not the end of all problems. The grain

qualþ must be maintained until it is used.

Farmers and grain storage managers (hereafter "farmer" will refer to anyone who

manages stored grcin) must be concerned with this storage period because grain is susceptible

to invasion by pests or infection by fungi, either of which has the potential to cause economic

losses. Unforfunately, there is no simple solution due to the complexity of the stored-gtain

ecosystem. Researchers have spent much time and effort trying to understand the stored-

grain ecosystem with the goal of identifring improved management techniques. Significant

gains have been made which address some of the problems faced by all farmers. This new

information, however, needs to be placed in the hands of the farmers.

Computers are becoming more prevalent in society and there is a good potential to

use a compurer program as a tool to transfer information from the researcher to the farmer.

One type of computer program which has been used with some success for grain storage

management is the expert system. An expert system is a computer program which

encapsulates human expertise for the solution of problems.

This thesis discusses the development of the Grain Storage Information System

(GSIS) which is an expert system-based program for grain storage management in western

Canadawithvarious prediction models based on weather data from Manitoba. Following a

review of relevant literature on grain storage, expert system theory, knowledge acquisition,

and other expert systems developed for grain storage managemen! the feasibility of such an



expert system for western Canada is discussed. Based on positive findings from the feasibility

study, a conceptual design is presented, Specific hardware and software requirements are

listed as well as a brief description of the program implementation. In the latter sections of

the thesis, some of the most prominent features of GSIS are discussed, followed by the

validation and verification which have been done.



2. OBJECTIVES

The general objective of this project was to develop a grain storage management

expert system for farmers based on western Canadian conditions.

Specific objectives were:

t. to determine the feasibility of an expert system for grain storage management

developed specifically for western Canadian conditions,

2. to develop a computer program which can be distributed to farmers at a reasonable

cost (using microcomputer hardware) with a consultation time as short as possible,

3. to develop a computer program which is easy to use, and

4. to develop a computer program which uses the current knowledge of grain storage

management to make practical recommendations consistent with those made by

human experts in the area of grain storage management.



3. tr.ITERATURE REVIEW

3.1 Grain Storage

3.1.1 tmportance of Grain Storage

Grain storage is necessary because harvests occur periodically throughout the year

despite a continual demand for food (Bailey 1982). Grain storage management is necessary

because grain is a biological material which is susceptible to deterioration. When grain

deteriorates, it undergoes a reduction in quality, quantþ, or both. These reductions are often

referred to as grain storage losses.

There are two ways to view these storage losses. First, since grain is an important

source of food, storage losses represent a loss of food. Estimates of grain lost each year due

to deterioration during storage range from 9Yo in the United States to < 50o/o in some

developing countries (Sinha 1995). In a world where hunger and starvation exist, the loss of

food reserves is a serious problem which needs to be addressed.

Second, storage losses are economic losses. The producer spends a lot of time and

money growing and harvesting a crop. At the time of harvest, the grain \tii[ have a certain

value. Often, the producer is forced to store the grain until it can be sold. If the grain

deteriorates during this period of storage, its economic value declines. Management actions

are necessary to prevent these economic losses.

3.1.2 Complexity of the Stored-Grain Ecosystem

Grain kernels are living, respiring biological entities which are influenced by their

environment. Although respiration depends on the presence of orygen in the environment,
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the rate of respiration can be influenced by factors such as grain temperature, grain moisture

content, kernel maturity, and physical damage caused by the moving parts of harvesting and

handling machinery. Consequently, grain kernels do not remain inert.

Under ideal circumstances, grain would be alone within the storage structure. Often,

however, the grain is infested by other organisms zuch as stored-product insects, mites, birds,

rodents; or infected by fungi. Insects, mites, birds, and rodents are attracted to the grain

because it is an ideal supply of food. Fungal growth occurs when the moisture content of the

grain is high. Pests and fungi are also affected by the presence of broken kernels, weed seeds,

and chaff which often favour deterioration.

There are many interactions that occur within the storage bin. The biotic factors (e.g.

grain, insects, mites, and fungi) are influenced by the abiotic factors (e.g. temperature,

relative humidity, and intergranular gas composition). The presence of both biotic and abiotic

factors suggest that the storage bin and its contents can be described as a stored-grain

ecosystem. By definition" an ecosystem consists of producers, consumers, and decomposers

within a specified environment. In a stored-grain ecosysten¡ the grain kernels can be

considered the producers; insects, mites, birds, and rodents are consumers; and fungi are the

decomposers. The environment is bounded by the walls of the storage structure. The

environment \¡/ithin the bin will determine the life of the producers, consumers, and

decomposers.

The stored-grain ecosystem can be described as being immature because insects have

anunlimited food source and have few natural enemies within the grain bin. Consequently,

insect populations can increase to high levels, Similarly, the grain can be decomposed by



fungi. The grain, however, has no way to replenish itself the way a growing plant can.

Researchers have tried to isolate individual factors within the stored-grain ecosystem

to identify their singular influence, but the complex interactions are not yet completely

understood. Consequently, grain storage management is often not a straight-forward task.

3.1.3 Problems Associated with Grain Storage

There are many problems associated with grain storage. Grain quality and quantity

losses can be caused by insects, mites, rodents, birds, and fungi.

The severity of a stored-product insect or mite problem depends on the species

present and the size of the population. Insects and mites are reproductively prolific under

ideal environmental conditions (White 1995a). Although the optimum conditions vary for

different species, temperatures near 30'C are favourable for most species. When grain is

stored at this temperature, the potential for an insect infestation exists. A large population

of grain-feeding inseøs can cause large grain quantþ and quality losses, especially in tropical

climates. In colder climates, however, insect populations tend to be smaller than in tropical

climates causing quality losses as opposed to quantity losses.

In Canada, for example, it is very unlikely that an insect population will get large

enough to cause a significant quantity of damage. Since Canada has azero-tolerance policy

for grain-feeding insects, identification of one live grain-feeding insect in a bin of grain

represents a great grain quality problem.

Rodents and birds can also cause quality and quantity losses in grain bulks. A single

rodent can consume up to 8a.6 glday (Shepherd and krglis 1987) and contaminate much more
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by its feces and urine. Likewise, birds will both eat and contaminate grain with their feces.

These pests, however, are usually easier to keep out of stored grain than insects. If storage

structures a.re constructed properly and maintained carefully, rodents and birds should not be

able to enter the grain bin.

Fung, unlike insects, rodents, and birds; do not enter the bin after harvest. They are

either present on the grain kernels or present in granaries that have been previously used, but

only start to grow under certain conditions. Fungal gowth will most likely become a problem

in regions of high moisture content within the grain bin such as when wet grain is put into

storage (Sinha et al. 1991). Depending on the severity of fungal growth, quality or quantity

losses could occur. When fungal growth first starts, only a small amount of grain is

contaminated. This is a quality loss. If the fungal growth continues, hot spots develop and

a large quantþ of grain can be contaminated. At this point, some grain may no longer be

suitable for consumption. This becomes a loss of quantity. In some cases, fungi produce

mycotoxins which could render the entire grain bulk unsuitable for consumption. Grain

should be harvested dry or should be dried soon after harvest to prevent the growth of fungi.

3.1.4 The Need for Help

ksects and fungi have always been major problems for farmers. Throughout history,

farmers have been searching for management techniques to solve the problems caused by

these pests. Many solutions have been tried with varying degrees of success, but as

agricultural practices continue to change, new solutions need to be found.

The way to prevent fungal growth is to dry the grain. Grain can be dried quickly by



heated air or slowly using air at ambient temperatures. In either case, energy is required.

Some farmers prefer near-ambient drying over heated-air drying because it costs less.

Research is on-going to find new ways to control near-ambient grain dryers to make them

even more economical (Epp et al. 1994).

Throughout the past few decades, the most popular method for controlling stored-

product insects was with chemical pesticides. Due to their toxicþ, chemical pesticides

worked quickly at relatively low doses. Insect control was fast, easy, and most importantly,

inexpensive. At present, however, problems have been identified with the use of chemical

pesticides. Since much grain is used for human consumption, there is concern that residues

left on the grain may be toxic to humans (Fields 7992; Taylor 1991). Verification of this fact

caused the ban of many chemical pesticides. The repeated, and often improper, use of

chemical pesticides contributed to the development of insect strains resistant to certain

chemicals (Fields 1992;Pnce and Mills 1988). Once this happens, the pesticide ceases to be

useful.

At present, very few chemical pesticides remain for use with grain. There is a good

possibility that these last chemicals will soon be banned. New, non-chemical management

practices will have to be found that are both practical and cost-effective.

3.2 Expert System Theory

3.2.1 Defrnition

An expert system is defined as ", . an intelligent computer proglam that uses

knowledge and inference procedures to solve problems that are difficult enough to require



significant human expertise for their solution" (Feigenbaum 1982). There are many problems

that, despite an incomplete understanding, need to be solved. When a person works in the

same area, or on the same problem for a number of years, that person is often said to have

become an expert. Due to valuable experience, the human expert is capable of repeatedly

finding the "right" ans\Ã/er, even when there is no proven method for solving the problem.

Just like the human expert, an expert system is supposed to find the "right" answer in

the absence of a proven algorithmic solution. This can be accomplished by emulating the

decision-making ability of the human expert (Holt 1989). In other words, the computer

program should use the same "best guesses" and "rules-oÊthumb" as the human expert.

Some people use the terms "knowledge-based system" and "expert system"

interchangeably, but technically, this is not correct. A knowledge-based system embodies the

knowledge and skill associated with performing a specific task (Evans 1994), but the

knowledge is generally known. An expert system is a special class of a knowledge-based

system which contains expert knowledge or expertise @vans 1994).

3.2.2 Advantages

If the best an expert systøn can do is to emulate a human expert, what are the possible

advantages of an expert system? An expert system is a computer program which can be

readily and easily distributed to many people. This may be the most important advantage

because human experts tend to be somewhat rare. At the same time, they are usually very

busy. This combination of factors can make it difficult to gain access to an expert when a

problem arises. An expert system, however, offers easy and often more timely exposure to
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experuse.

A second advantage ofexpert systems is that they can provide a perrnanent record of

knowledge and expertise. Humans grow old and reti¡e, taking their expertise with them

(Gianatano and Riley L994). If their expertise can be captured in an expert system before

they leave, training of new people can be much easier, An associated advantage is that expert

qystems can be usefirl tools for technolory transfer due to their capability for explanation and

instruction (Flinn and Hagstrum 1994). It is also possible for the knowledge and expertise

from several experts to be included in one system. Also, computers give steady, unemotional

and complete responses at all times, unlike humans who get tired or unwilling to

communicate.

3.2.3 Appropriate Domains

Despite the fact that expert systems have many advantages, they are not necessarily

a good solution for all problems. In many cases, the problem could be solved effectively

using conventional computing techniques. A problem may be suitable for an expert system

solution if the problem-solving procedure is mainly heuristic and uncertain (Giarratano and

Riley 1994; Flinn and Hagstrum 1994). In these cases, conventional computing techniques

will not work effectively. An appropriate domain, however, cannot be identified by these

conditions alone. It is important to consider whether there is a need or desire for an expert

system. If so, there should be at least one human expert who will cooperate and who is able

to communicate his or her expertise. If these conditions can be satisfied, an expert system

may be the right solution.
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3.2.4 Control Strategies

The term control strategy refers to the way an expert system sea¡ches a set of rules

to solve a problem. The two most commonly used control strategies are called forward

chaining and backward chaining.

Forward chaining can be described as a data-driven approach. In an expert system,

problem solving involves searching a set of rules to determine how to solve a given problem.

In a data-drivan approact¡ the expert system first collects all necessary information. A list of

1F... THEN,. rules is searched with the objective of finding a solution. A solution can be

defined as any set of conditions which matches one of the 1F... THEN... rules. Since forward

chaining responds to changes in initial data, it is often used for tasks such as monitoring,

configuratiorL and process control. A potential disadvantage of forward chaining is that it can

yield multiple solutions to a single problem.

Backward chaining can be described as a goal-directed approach. The expert system

is given a list of goals or possible solutions, which it then attempts to verify or disprove,

Sea¡ch would start fromthe fi¡st goal 1F... TI{ÐN... rules with TïIEN... clauses matching the

goal would be identified. The knowledge base would then be searched for conditions to

satisft the 1F... clause of the rule. When a set of conditions has been found to match the rule,

the goal has been satisfied. The solution is simply the goal which was satisfied. A search by

backward chaining is most efficient when a list of possible solutions can be identified initially.

Consequentl¡ backward chaining is useful for tasks such as diagnosis, repair, and planning.
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3.2.5 Programming Languages and Environments

The selection of an appropriate programming language or environment is an important

decision. The development language or tool should be suited to the application, however,

there is no single language or tool that is perfectly suited to all applications (Evans 1994).

As a developer, one has several choices:

a.

b.

c.

d.

Functional languages (e.9. LisP),

Object-oriented languages (e.g. C+|),

Logic-based languages (e.g. Prolog), or

Knowledge engineering tools.

Each of the tools listed above has its own strengths and weaknesses. The expert

system developer must decide whether he or she will try to program an inference engine

himself or herself using one of the programming languages, or simply use a knowledge

engineering tool or expert system shell which already has a functional i¡ference engine.

Building an inference engine is much more flexible, but also requires more efiìcrt and

programmer experience. For someone who is not comfortable with computer programming,

it may be wise to simply use an expert system shell.

3.2.6 Development Procedure

To ensure success, the development of an expert system should follow a pre-

determined plan. The five stages of the development procedure are: identification,

conceptualization, formalization, implementation, and testing. The first four stages will be

discussed in this section with testing being discussed in the following section.
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The identification stage is straight forward. The problem and its major characteristics

must be identified. It may be useful to perform a feasibility study which would consider

factors such as the objectives, the criteria for identifying a successful application, the target

environment, and a risk analysis. Before a program can be started, it is also necessary to

determine whether an expert system is the best solution for the problem. A suitable source

of expertise must be located. Finally, once all of the people involved in the project have been

identified, the purpose and scope of the project must be agreed upon.

Once a suitable problem has been identified, a suitable conceptual design must be

prepared. Based on the purpose and scope, the project must be planned. At this stage,

system developers should have a well-defined overall view of the final program. It is not

expected that the final program will be exactly the same as the conceptual design, but the

conceptual design does offer a starting point or point of reference. A well-defined conceptual

design will help to keep the project focussed, especially in times of difficulty.

When the development team is satisfied with the conceptual desigrq the next stage is

a formaliz¿tion of the ptogram. At this stage, it is necessary to select appropriate hardware

and softwa¡e for the project The hardwa¡e and software should meet the requirements of the

project. It is important to consider factors zuch as software compatibility, response time, user

interface and reporting facilities, portability to multiple platforms, user $rpport and manuals,

and cost of development and run-time software. A second important part of formahzation

is the acquisition ofknowledge and expertise from the sources identified earlier. Knowledge

acquisition will be discussed in detail in section 3.3.

The fourth step in the development procedure involves implementation of the
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progam. This stage involves the programming of knowledge into the computer. Although

implementation sounds easy, it is often a very difficult stage. It is at this stage when

limitations of the software first become evident. The conceptual design may have to be

modified to accommodate these limitations. It may also become evident that problems exist

with the conceptual design, forcing further modifications. AJso, gaps in the knowledge may

be exposed requiring further knowledge acquisition to fill in the missing information. The

output of the implementation stage should be a working prototype.

3.2.7 Yalidation and Verification

The testing of an expert system consists of two parts. validation and verification.

Validation refers to the process of determining whether a chain of correct inferences leads to

the correct conclusion. Verification refers to the process of determining whether the

information contained within the expert system is correct. In other words, validation is

concerned with building the right product, whereas verification is concerned with building the

product right (Gianatano and Riley 1994).

Validation may be viewed as taking an overall view of the progr¿un. Is the program

being built according to the conceptual design? Does the program meet the needs of the

intended users? Questions such as these must be answered to validate the program.

Verification requires a more detailed inspection of the program. Is the information

within the program correct? Are the recommendations correct? Verification is necessary

because it ensures that the information provided for the user by the program is the same as

would be given by the human expert.
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3.3 The Importance of Knowledge Acquisition

3.3.1 Definition

According to Buchanan and Shortliffe (1984), knowledge acquisition is defined as

"the transfer and transformation of problem-solving expertise from some knowledge source

to a program. " In other words, knowledge acquisition is the process of extracting information

from human problem-solvers with the goal of creating artificial problem-solvers (expert

system computer programs) designed to assist in the making of expert decisions. In general,

the knowledge acquisition process can be broken into two parts: the extraction of the

knowledge and the subsequent transformation of that knowledge into a form suitable for a

computer.

3.3.2 Knowledge Extraction

Knowledge is defined as "direct perception; understanding; acquaintance with;

practical skill; information; learning" (Webster's Dictionary 1987). Based on this definitiorq

it is apparent that knowledge is something that only humans can possess. Knowledge,

therefore, must be extracted from humans or alternately, books written by humans. For the

final computer program to be called an expert system, the knowledge must be extracted from

e4perts in the field under consideration.

The first constraint on the knowledge acquisition process is the presence of a human

erpert (or experts) from whom the expertise can be extracted. Since the quality of the expert

system is dependent upon the domain expert(s) (Tuthill 1990), the expert(s) should be

selected very carefully. The four most important characteristics of a good domain expert are
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(Tuthill 1e90):

1.

2.

J.

4.

knowledge that fits the demands of the project,

an ability to communicate that knowledge,

commitment to the success of the project, and

time to dedicate to the project.

According to Tuthill (1990), the fourth characteristic is often the most difficult to

achieve. The reason for this is that the true expert will always be in demand. The expert

system project will always be competing for the expert's time. In some cases, the project may

benefit from a secondary expert who has more time to devote to the project.

In cases where it is difficult to gain access to an expert directly, it is still possible to

develop an expert rystenL provided there is an adequate literature base from which to work.

It may be difrcult, however, to gain an understanding of the underþing factors because

questions cannot be asked.

3.3.3 Knowledge Transformation

The other half of knowledge acquisition is known as knowledge transformation. The

zuccessfi.¡l completion of the knowledge extraction phase yields alarge body of knowledge.

The goal of the knowledge transformation phase is to turn the large body of knowledge into

a useable form. This is somewhat analogous to a pile of lumber, nails, reinforcing steel,

gravel, and cement that can be transformed into a building, with appropriate engineering. The

term "knowledge engineering" would seem to apply to this transformation process since a
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raw material (e.g knowledge) is being engineered into a precise set of facts and rules

(Graham and Jones 1988).

Knowledge engineering can be a difficult task for a couple of reasons. A first reason

is that some of the necessary knowledge may be missing. The missing knowledge may be

known by the domain expert, but was forgotten or overlooked at the knowledge extraction

stage. The knowledge engineer is now trying to put a puzáe together without all of the

pieces. Although frustrating, this is solvable with the help and cooperation of the domain

expert.

A second reason which can make knowledge engineering a difficult task is that

domains suited to expert systems are often scientifically weak (Sell 1985). At present, there

may be no verified scientific laws capable of dealing with the knowledge. Some very basic

principles may be known, but the entire system cannot be described by any laws or

mathematical models. The knowledge engineer is forced to use heuristic rules based on the

experience of the domain expert. Though these heuristics may yield the right ans\ryers in some

or even most cases, they may not work in all cases. The knowledge engineer must determine

when specific heuristics apply, and when alternatives must be found.

3.3.4 Sources of Knowledge

As mentioned previously, the main source of knowledge for an expert system is the

domain expert. If the domain expert is to develop the system himself or herself other

knowledge sources may not be necessary. However, in cases where a separate knowledge

engineer is to develop the system, it can be very beneficial to make use of other available
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knowledge sources. The first task of a knowledge engineer is to familiarize himself or herself

with the domain as much as possible The domain expert may not have time to personally

tutor the knowledge engineer, so alternate sources must be found. These could be informal

notes of a novice, books, case studies, empirical studies, databases, records, professional

research papers, and computer databases (Tuthill 1990).

For the knowledge engineer who is completely unfamiliar with the domain, the first

place to start is with books (specifically, textbooks). Textbooks are written with the goal of

teaching the subject matter to students unfamiliar with the subject. General concepts are

described, but the book generally does not contain the latest developments in the field. This

is, however, a good starting point. Another very useful source, where available, is to take a

course in the field of the domain. Instructors or teachers in the particular domain will also

provide general information, with the added advantage that discussions can take place.

Questions can be answered by personal communication.

After gaining an understanding of the general concepts, the most current knowledge

canbe obtained from periodicals and professional journals. The latest research developments

will be described in detail in these types of publications, At this point, the knowledge

engineer should understand the domain well enough that he or she can effectively

communicate with the domain expert. Knowledge acquisition can now beg-.

3.3.5 Manual Knowledge .dcquisition Techniques

Gven the importance offtnowledge acquisition, some ofthe most common techniques

will now be discussed.
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According to Tuthill (1990), manuai knowledge acquisition techniques would include

interviews, protocols, neurolinguistic programming, traits, and analysis. The interview is the

most common knowledge acquisition technique. It has probably been used to some extent

in every expert system that has been developed. In this review, therefore, emphasis will be

placed only on the first technique, the interview. The reader is directed to Tuthill (i990) for

information regarding the other techniques listed.

The purpose of the interview is simple: knowledge is transferred from the domain

expert to the knowledge engineer. The effectiveness of the interview, however, is not so

straightforward. During some interviews, much knowledge is transferred. Other meetings

or interviews can be very frustrating as only fragments of assorted information are obtained.

Some argue that this is to be expected because knowledge acquisition by interviewing is a

mizuse ofthe expert's capabilities (Sell 1985) The argument goes that an expert is not good

at defining his or her knowledge in terms of definitions, hypotheses, or laws because this

knowledge or expertise exists at a subconscious level. Therefore, forcing the expert to turn

this knowledge into a set of rules can be very inefficient and very frustrating for the expert

and the knowledge engineer. The solution given for this problem is to use the experts only

to generate and scrutinize examples.

The usefulness of a meeting or interview depends largely on its structure and

organrzation. Each meeting must have a direction with a specific goal in mind. Failure to

reach that specific goal is not an indication of an ineffective meeting since there may be too

much information for one session. On the other hand, a meeting with no direction can be a

waste oftime. The information may be fragmented and it will be difficult to visualize how it
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all fits together.

A meeting should be planned with an agenda and goals. It is the task of the

knowledge engineer to set the agenda, which should then be reviewed by the expert before

the meeting. This will allow the e4pert some time to think about what he or she needs to say.

Preparation should also include the collection of any necessary props. This could be as simple

as checking the supply of pen and paper, or may include things such as computers, white

boards, tape recorders, and other such items.

An additional consideration should be the location of the meeting. It is vital that the

location be quiet and comfortable. If possible, the meeting should take place away from the

offices ofboth the expert and the knowledge engineer. This can eliminate intemrptions from

phone calls or normal office business. If this is not possible, every effFort should be made to

finish other business before the meeting and leave instructions not to be distu¡bed during the

meeting.

In the event that there is no control over the environment, an agenda can keep the

meeting on target. Even after ¿rr nnplanne.d intemrptior¡ the agenda can offer a starting point

to get the conversation back on target.

Suppose you are a knowledge engineer and you are in the middle of an interview.

You have made some relatively good progress, but are only part-way through the agenda.

How do you decide when to end the interview? This question warrants some careful

consideration. The agenda was made with the purpose of giving the interview a focus in case

the discussion started to get offtrack. Ideally, all items on the agenda would be related in

some way. For this reasorL it would be nice to cover all of the items at one time, especially
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if the discussion has been going well. Illtimately, the end of the interview is determined by

a judgement call by the knowledge engineer. Usually short (1 h) meetings work well. If the

interview has been going well and there are only one or two more small points left on the

agenda, it may be advisable to continue until finished. However, if there are too many items

left to cover, it would be advisable to find a logical place to stop and leave the rest for the

next meeting. In cases where the interview is not going well, it is not necessary to force the

duration to an hour. Everyone has days when things do not go as planned. Simply stop the

meeting early before anyone gets frustrated.

Knowing when a meeting is over is more than waiting for a timer to go off. A

judgement must be made whether the meeting is still being fruitful or whether it has turned

stale. Stopping the meeting at the right time will likely benefit future meetings.

3.3.6 Computer-Aided Knowledge Acquisition Techniques

For much of the history of expert systems, the difficulties involved with the process

of knowledge acquisition have been known. In many cases, although the problems and

limit¿tions ofusing manual knowledge acquisition are well-understood, there are no available

alternatives which are better. In recent years, this problem has been receiving much more

attention and researchers have been attempting to find ways to use the computer to either

assist or replace the knowledge engineer. In this section, the issues relevant to computer-

aided knowledge acquisition will be discussed.

By tradition, knowledge engineering follows the expert - knowledge engineer -

knowledge base paradigm (flarandi and Lange 1990). The knowledge engineer is
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responsible for extracting the domain knowledge from the expert(s) or other knowledge

sources and translating this knowledge into a form that the inference engine of the expert

system can understand and use. The knowledge engineer forms an integral part in the flow

of knowledge from the domain expert to the final expert system. It is imperative, therefore,

that the knowledge engineer be able to communicate with both the domain expert and the

computer. The ability to communicate with both computers and domain experts is a skill that

may take time and practice to learn.

Knowledge engineering, in general, is a very diffcult task, Harandi and Lange (1990)

list five major reasons, in order of increasing complexity:

(l) Vocabulary: To communicate with a domain expert, a knowledge
engineer has to become conversant with the basic vocabulary of a
domain (e.g. the names of basic components, structures, standard
problem-solving strategres )

(2) Completeness: A knowledge engineer has to be able to identift pieces

of information that are missing from the knowledge base. Being able
to do so requires an understanding of the domain as well as a good
overview of the contents of the current knowledge base.

(3) Integration: As new information becomes available, it has to be
determined how this fits into the current knowledge base. Because

new information can interact with already available information in
undesirable ways, it may be difficult to find the appropriate way to
encode new information.

(4) Analysis. Experts often find it difficult to explain exactly how and
why they arrived at certain conclusions. Consequentl¡ knowledge
engineers may have to conduct lengthy interviews with experts. In
addition to anal¡ical skills, this requires considerable social skills on
the part of the knowledge engineer.
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(s) Trætsparency' Amajor factor in the evaluation of a knowledge base

concerns the extent to which it leads to problem-solving behaviour

that agrees with experts' styles of reasoning. A knowledge engineer

should incorporate this reasoning style in the knowledge base or, in

special cases, in the functioning of the inference engine.

The point that is being made with this evidence is that the traditional process of

manual knowledge acquisition is very labour-intensive. To do a good job, the knowledge

engineer must know enough about the domain so that he or she can coûlmunicate with the

domain expert(s). In many cases, this means that the knowledge engineer becomes a mini-

expert either through extensive review of literature and textbooks or through direct

interaction with the domain experts. For this reason, the people chosen to be knowledge

engineers often have backgrounds related to the domain of the proposed expert system

(Jackson 1986). In fact, one of the best known and most successful expert systems, MYCIN

(Buchanan and Shortliffe 1984), was developed by a knowledge engineer who had a

background in medicine.

Based on the description ofthe traditional role of the knowledge engineer, the reasons

for automating the process are two-fold. 1) to make knowledge acquisition easier and2) to

make knowledge acquisition faster.

Knowledge acquisition could become easier if there \¡/as a standard method that was

shown to be effective. Even if a standard method was known, however, it is unlikely that the

interaction between two humans (e g. knowledge engineer and domain expert) would strictly

adhere to that method each time. Human characteristics such as fatigue could easily cause

the method to go "offtrack". Alternatively, the interaction between a human and a computer
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is much more stable, especially if the computer is controlling the interaction. The computer

will not be affected by fatigue. If properþ programmed, the computer will function the same

all the time.

Although standardizing knowledge acquisition will speed up the process, the largest

decrease in time will be achieved by eliminating the requirements that the knowledge engineer

learn the domain to the extent that he or she becomes a mini-expert. For many humans,

learning is a slow process. The domain expert acquired his or her knowledge over a period

of several years. It would not be realistic to expect the knowledge engineer to learn

everything in a few days. If the process of knowledge acquisition could be automated using

a computer, the knowledge engineer would not have to leam all the knowledge in the domain.

Emphasis could be placed on the techniques involved with knowledge acquisition rather than

the knowledge itself

With the use of computer-aided knowledge acquisition tools, the role of the

knowledge engineer will change. The traditional expert - knowledge engineer -

knowledge base paradigm wü change to a new expert - acquisition system - knowledge

base paradigm (tlarandi and Lange 1990). In this type of systerq the knowledge engineer

will not be responsible for performing all of the knowledge acquisition himself or herself. The

knowledge engineer will now have an assistant which will do a significant portion of the

work. The knowledge engineer can become an expert in operating the knowledge acquisition

tool rather than becoming a mini-expert in the domain.
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3.3.7 Problems with Knowledge Acquisition

Knowledge acquisition, whether manual or computer-aided, can be difficult for the

following reasons: 1) there may be multiple experts involved in the project, 2) these experts

may find it difficult to communicate or convey their complete knowledge base to the

knowledge engineer, and 3) it is probable that the domain experts are very busy, limiting the

amount of time they can devote to any single project.

The presence of multiple domain experts is not necessarily a bad thing. Different

people will likely have slightly different areas of expertise. If handled properly, this can lead

to a more complete knowledge base, especially if the problem domain is very complex. A

problem may arise if the different experts have conficting ideas. The knowledge engineer

may find this very beneficial as it exposes different ways of tacküng the same problem,

however, the potential for hurt feelings exists if the knowledge engineer chooses one expert's

ideas over another expert's ideas. This may cause some of the experts to feel that their input

is not valued. As a result, they may become reluctant to offer their expertise at future

meetings. Ifthe problem reaches this stage, the project ceases to be a team project; the spirit

of cooperation is replaced with a spirit of competition.

The best way to ensure the zuccess of a team with multiple experts is to choose people

who frequently work together. From past experiences, they wilI have come to know thei¡

own weaknesses and the other person's strengths. They will not be afraid to express their

own opinions or discuss the issues with the others. The key is that they will continue to talk

rather than arguing or saying nothing. Therefore, the right choice of multiple experts can be

very beneficial to the project. A poor choice of multiple experts could be disastrous.
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The second difficuþ with knowledge acquisition deals with communication problems

between the domain expert and the knowledge engineer. To be effective, the knowledge

acquisition process requires knowledge, expertise, or both to be conveyed from the domain

expert to the knowledge engineer. For some experts, it may seem relatively easy to convey

this information. Others will find it very difficult. Expert systems developed at universities

may benefit from the fact that universþ professors are accustomed to teaching students. The

knowledge acquisition process may be analogous to teaching the knowledge engineer how

to solve the problem. In other cases, possibly where the domain expert has worked for

industry all his or her life, teaching or communicating knowledge to others may be a long,

time-consuming task. The domain expert will first have to learn how to teach. This expert

may possess the same expertise as the university professor, but he or she has never been

forced to describe his or her thought processes before. With patience on the part of the

knowledge engineer, the goal can stülbe achieved.

A different type of communication problem relates to expertise or knowledge that the

expert possesses at a subconscious level. This information may be vital to the solution of the

problen¡ but the expert uses this information without even thinking about it. It is [kely that

these "holes" in the knowledge will become apparent at the knowledge transformation stage.

It is the duty of the knowledge engineer to then query the expert how he or she was able to

jump from one step to the next. Hopefully, this will trigger the subconscious knowledge.

The most serious communication problem occurs when the domain expert is unwilling

to share his or her knowledge with the knowledge engineer. The expert may be afraid to

expose his or her thought processes because others will question or possibly ridicule some of
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his or her ideas. If the knowledge engineer is unable to convince the expert to share his or

her knowledge, the only alternative is to find another domain expert.

The thi¡d difficulty that can affect the knowledge acquisition process is the limited

amount of time that the domain expert can devote to the expert system project. In most

cases, the expert will be involved in several projects, each of which is competing for his or her

time. The knowledge engineer cannot expect to get more than his or her share of the expert's

time. Unfortunately, the knowledge engineer sometimes needs more than the expert is willing

to give. At times, especially during the knowledge acquisition stage, the knowledge engineer

will need to have a lot of help from the expert. If it is not possible to arrange enough time

together, or if meetings are continually intem-rpted by business from other projects, the expert

system project can suffer. The knowledge engineer may be forced to look to other sources

of knowledge just to keep the project on schedule. If there are no other human experts

readily available, this may mean that alternate knowledge sources such as scientific papers and

journals will have to be used. This may eliminate the time constraint problen¡ but may cause

other problems such as inconsistencies or holes in the knowledge.
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3.4 Expert Systems for Grain Storage Management

3.4.1 Overview

Every farmer realizes that grain quality can deteriorate during storage if not cared for

properly. Each year, however, grain deterioration and insect infestations occur. For many

years, researchers have been studying the various aspects of the stored-grain ecosystem.

Much progress has been made, but the understanding is still incomplete. The knowledge that

has been gained, however, needs to be transferred to farmers because it can help prevent

storage losses due to fungal deterioration and insect infestation.

Considering the economic value ofthe grain that is lost each year ($162 - 475 million)

(White 1994), grain storage losses are a serious problem which needs to be addressed. An

expert systern would appear to be a suitable approach because the stored-grain ecosystem is

not completely understood in mathematical terms and the decisions involved with

management can be described as uncertain and heuristic. As long as there are people willing

to serve as experts, grain storage management would appear to be a suitable domain for an

expert system.

In the following sections, previously developed expert systems for grain storage

management are discussed.

3.4.2 Grent Britain: "Graín Pest Aúvísor"

The expert system which the British have developed (called "Grain Pest Advisor')

is described as a "decision zupport system for integrated management of stored commodities"

(Wilkin and Mumford 1994). This system has a unique approach in that it considers
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economic factors to be of equal importance to biological factors. As a result, it is assumed

that economic factors are considered alongside the biological factors (Wilkin et al. 1990).

The developers of this system used the assumption that a grain storage manager would not

perform a given action unless there is economic incentive to do so. Based on this assumption,

it does not make sense to develop a system that gives advice and makes recommendations

unless the cost of each action is included. A potential concern with this approach is that the

least expensive recommendation may not always be the most effective recommendation. In

other cases, the short term solution may end up causing problems in the future. System

developers must be aware of potential conflicts.

3.4.3 Australia: "PestMan"

The expert system developed in Australia (called *PestMan') is described as a

"decision-support system for the management of insect pests of grains in central storage

systems" (Longstaff 1994). Australia, like other grain-producing countries, realizes that

changes in grain storage practices are beginning to take place. In the past, Australia relied

heavily on contact insecticides for insect control. Insecticide resistance (Fields 1992) and

public opposition to the use of chemicals which leave toxic residues on the grain (Wilkin and

Mumford 1994) have forced the consideration of non-chemical insect control procedures.

The main purpose of this expert system, therefore, was to combine principles and methods

derived from various research programs with the expertise of personnel within the grain

industty (Longstaff 1994). A successful project was to facilitate rational pest management,

aid the training of management and pest control staü and help in identifying weaknesses in
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the existing knowledge. Although this program is reported as an expert system for grain

storage management, it may be more accurately described as an expert system for pest

management in grain stores.

3.4.4 United States: "Stored Graín Advisor"

The American systenL (called "Stored Grain Advisof'), is described as a "knowledge-

based system for the management of insect pests of stored grain" (Flinn and Hagstrum

1990a). Much of the grain in the central U.S. is harvested warm or hot, conditions which are

ideal for the development of stored-product insects. Despite this fact, much grain is stored

unprotected because of the difficulty involved with predicting the need for treatment or

calculating the economic benefits oftreatment. The main purpose of this program, therefore,

was to help the farmer identify insects or other problems, predict the likelihood of insect

infestation, and select the most appropriate prophylactic or remedial action (Flinn and

Hagstrum 1990b). This expert system only considers the grain storage problems related to

stored-product insects, however, based on usual Kansas harvest conditions, it is likely that

insects will be the most important concern.

3.4.5 France:

The French are also developing an expert system for grain storage management.

Unlike the three systans described previousþ which de¿l with the "pest control" problem, the

French have decided to integrate nutritional and processing qualities of grain as well as its

sanitary condition (Ndiaye and Fleurat-Lessard 1994). The proposed system will emphasize
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prevention of problems rather that simply considering pest control.

3.4.6 Similarities

The first three expert systems discussed appear to be similar. All three place emphasis

on the management of stored-product pests in stored grain. This is not a coincidence since

all th¡ee projects were initiated by entomologists. The fourth system, though not yet

complete, proposes to emphasize prevention of deterioration, although pest management will

also be considered.

Without seeing and using each of these programs, it is difficult to determine the

intricate details of their operation. Grain temperature and moisture content appear to be the

two most important parameters, as well as past and present insect infestations and available

remedial actions, All tkee completed systems have incorporated some type of an on-line help

system which provides information on stored-product insects, sampling techniques, and other

pest and quality control measures.

A further similarity of these systems is that they all seem to have made use of

simulation models which zupplement the recommendations with information that is based on

algorithmic predictions of the future. Each of the development groups has recognized that

previously developed simulation models are a good source of knowledge for expert systems.

Another similarity is the use of these programs as educational tools. This makes

expert systems valuable for the on-going process of technology transfer.
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3.4.7 Differences

Despite their many similarities, these programs have some differences. Although all

systems are concerned with stored-product pests and their control, the systems differ in their

tolerance level for insects. The Australians, for example, have a zero tolerance for live grain-

feeding insects while the Americans allow insects in the grain, as long as the density is less

than the pre-determined level of 2 insects/kg. This difference exists as a result of different

political (or regulatory) policies in the country where the system was developed. These

constraints cannot be controlled by researchers.

A second significant difference exists because the countries of origin and development

are from different parts of the world. For example, the growing conditions, harvest

conditions, and storage conditions are different in Britain than they are in Australia. Much

like political policies, researchers cannot control the climate. An expert system should make

use of any climatic advantages, but must also consider the climatic disadvantages.

A further difference that exists is the inclusion or non-inclusion of economic

considerations. Illtimately, grain storage management or pest management is an economic

decision. A farmer would like to be able to compare possible actions both in terms of

effectiveness and cost. Despite its importance, cost may be considered last when developing

an expert system. System developers may feel that the system should first solve the problem

under ideal conditions and then consider constraints such as cost. Since the expert systems

are at different stages of development, this final difference is expected.
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3.4.8 The Need for a Western Canadian System

Even though other expert systems for grain storage management have been developed

for other grain-producing countries, it was felt that one must also be developed for western

Canada. The need for a Canadian expert system is a result of the significant differences that

exist between grain storage in western Canada and grain storage elsewhere.

One difference relates to the Canadian winter climate. The cold temperatures

experienced on the Canadian prairies make stored-product insect development and survival

diffrcult, although some can still survive inside large grain bulks which take a long time to

cool (Nluir et al. 1989). With short periods of aeration, the grain bulk can be cooled to

temperatures lethal to insects (Chang and Steele 1994). The previously described expert

systems did not consider this type of insect control because cold ambient temperatures do not

occur in warmer climates.

A further climatic difference is the cool and wet weather that often accompanies

harvest in many regions of the Canadian prairies. This weather forces farmers to harvest their

crop tough (e.g. elevated moisture contents above the dry limiÐ. Grain in this condition,

unless dried, is zusceptible to fungal deterioration. This scenario is not coÍrmon in Australia

or mid-west states zuch as Kansas. E4pert systems developed for warm climates would seem

to have serious limitations for western Canadian farmers.

Besides differences due to geography and climate, differences exist because different

countries have different regulatory bodies. Grain policies are made to favour each individual

country. For example, Canada has a zero-tolerance policy for live g¡ain-feeding insects in

grain (Canada Grain Ãct 1970),largely because the presence of insects in Canadian grain is
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a small problem in an average year (White and Demianyk 1994) which is often solved by the

cold winter climate. It is not too difficult to achieve zero-tolerance, and it is economically

favourable to do so because it adds value to Canadian grain on world markets. In the United

States, however, insect problems are much more coÍrmon (Cuperus et al. 1986). As a result,

they have set allowable tolerance levels or thresholds. As long as the insect density remains

below the threshold, the grain is acceptable. In effect, they are saying that it will cost more

to deliver insect-free grain than the added value of grain free of insects is worth. The

American expert system, therefore, runs simulations to show the user when the insect

population is below the allowable density. An allowable density has no meaning in Canada

due to the zero-tolerance for insects.

A further regulatory issue is the list of pesticides that can be legally used on stored

grain. Although Canada does not have a large insect problem, the zero-tolerance policy

means that even one live grain-feeding insect is a problem. Farmers often want to use a quick

chemical solution so that they can sell their grain as soon as possible. Regulatory agencies

play the role of deciding which chemicals can be used. If the day comes when none will be

allowed, farmers will have to look to other options.

Another regulatory issue is that of zubsidies. Government subsidies make agriculture

more economically rewarding by covering costs that are coûrmon to all producers or by

artificially inflæing grain prices. All governments seem to subsidize agriculture, but some do

more than others. Consequently, farmers in one country may not be able to afford

ma¡agement sfategies which are coÍrmonly used in other countries. These differences must

be remembered when developing an expert system.
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4. FEASIBILITY OF A GRAIN STORAGE MANAGE}TENT

EXPERT SYSTEM FOR IilESTERN CANADA

4.L lmportance of the Feasibilify Study

Although there seerns to be a need for a grain storage management expert system for

farmers in western Canada, it must be determined whether it is feasible to develop one. The

feasibility is discussed in the following paragraphs.

4.2 Scope

The factor that will distinguish this system from others that have been developed is

the uniqueness of grain storage in Canada. For example, Canada, unlike many countries, has

a zero-tolerance policy for insects in stored grain (Canada Grain Act 1970). This means that

any grain bought or sold in Canada must be free of live insects. An unusual aspect of

Canadian grain storage is our cold winter climate. Aeration with cold winter air can be used

as a method for non-chemical insect control. Cold air is also useful for cooling the grain,

which reduces its rate of respiration. Canadian gran export customers have come to expect

Canadian grain to be free of insects and chemical residues. Thus, the scope of this system

covered the maintenance of grain quality and prevention of insect infestations without the use

of chemical pesticides.

4.3 Criteria for a Successful System

In ganeral, an expert system is judged to be zuccessful if it reaches conclusions similar

to those reached by human experts within a reasonable amount of time. For grain storage
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management, this advice should help to reduce both quality and quantity losses from both

insects and fungi.

Additionally, the program should be practical for distribution to grain storage

managers. It must be able to run on a personal computer, be easy to install and run, and be

accompanied by a user's manual.

4.4 Participants

The development ofthis system was undertaken as a joint project between Agriculture

and Agri-Food Canada Winnipeg Research Centre and the Department of Agricultural

Engineering, University of Manitoba. Experts from both organizations were involved in the

development. It is expected that potential users (e.g. local farmers) will become involved

with the testing of the system.

4.5 Target Environment

The development of this system can be beneficial to many people. Researchers may

benefit because the development of the expert system can identify the areas where more

research is required. It may also help researchers keep their research focussed on practical

issues rather than on purely theoretical ideas. The expert system can help instructors by

providing an important educational tool for students taking courses io gain storage.

Despite these benefits to researchers and instructors, the system has been targeted

towards farmers, grain elevator agents, and agricultural representatives in western Canada.

It is important that this knowledge be transferred to where it can be used. It is especially
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important now with all the changes that are taking place in agriculture. Farmers need cost-

effective management techniques to remain competitive.

4.6 Risk of Acceptance

The risk of acceptance refers to the willingness of the target environment (e.g.

intended users) to make use of the final product. Some sectors of the agricultural community

will be apprehensive about trusting a computer to manage their stored commodity, but, in

general, the agricultural community seems to be wiliing to try new ideas with the hope of

becoming more competitive and enhancing their profit margin.

Acceptance of the system will be good as long as the system has been properly tested.

It is imperative that the system be easy to use by people unfamiliar with computers. The

system should also provide adequate explanation of any recommendations given.

Through consultation with the grain industry, it has been learned that one grain

company may be willing to market the expert system once it is completed. This would

suggest that there is some support for this project by the target environment.

4.7 Technical Risk

The idea of developing expert systems for the management of grain storage is not a

new idea. Expert systems have been developed by the British @enne 1988, Wilkin et al.

1990), the Americans (Flinn and Hagstrum 1990a; 1990b), the Australians (Longstatr ß9$;

and one is currently under development by the French (Ndiaye and Fleurat-Lessard 1994).

Although the focus of this system was different than the others that have been developed, it
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was possible to make it work because many aspects were similar.

To reduce the technical risk as much as possible, deviations from the original

conceptual design had to be tolerated. The exploration of various options extended the

development time, however, this resulted in the development of a more efficient expert

system.

4.8 Recommendation of the Feasibilify Study

It has previously been established that there is a need for a grain storage management

expert qystem for farmers in western Canada (section 3. 1). In the preceding paragaphs, the

feasibility of developing such a system has been discussed. Although there was no guarantee

that the program would be a success, it seemed feasible. Careful consideration was given to

enzuring thæ the objectives and scope of the project coincide with the needs of the identified

target environment. The project had support from experts in two agencies and there was a

large base of literature from which to work. The risk involved with the project did not seem

to be too great since similar programs had already been developed and it is believed that the

target users are willing to try new ideas.
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5. CONCEPTAALIZATION OF THE PROGR.A}I

5.1 Overview

With a positive recommendation from the feasibility study, it was then necessary to

develop a conceptual design for the progfam. A conceptual design is important because it

offers a starting point from which changes can be made.

An expert system capable of making recommendations for the safe storage of grain

is extremely complex. The most practical way of developing such a system was to divide it

into small pieces, each of which could be linked together with a central controller. It was

proposed that the flow of the complete system would be as shown in Figure 1. The

conceptual design will be discussed in mo¡e detail in the following sections. It should be

noted that this is a discussion of the initial conceptual design, not the final program.

5.2 Collecting Initial Grain Conditions Data

A consultation can begin in one of two ways: l. enter the initial information into the

system directly using the graphical user interface (hereafter called a GIII), or 2. retrieve

previously saved information from the "Consultation Database". Data would usually be

entered by using the GUI unless one wanted to retrieve a previous consultation to update or

make changes to it. When the GUI is used, the user is guided through a series of screen

displays designed to retrieve all of the data necessary for the system to determine the'þain

storage status". The GUI is very important to this application because the majority of end

users will be farmers The GIII must collect all of the necessary information, allow for

diting, and be simple to understand and use. If the GUI is not easy to use, it becomes more
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likely that an error will occur. Since farmers have a tendency not to trust computers @leban

1989), it is important that all problems be eliminated.
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5.3 Determining the Grain Storage Status

The fust stage of the conceptual design is the determination of the "grain storage

status". Based on the information collected in the previous step, the inference engine will

fonva¡d chain through the rules in the "Grain Storage Status Knowledge Base". In addition

to the forward chaining rules, the knowledge base also contains information that describes the

proper techniques of grain sampling and information on the identification of stored-product

insects. The goal ofthis sub-section is to determine the status of the stored grain at the time

of the most recent sampling. Some of the possible "Grain Storage Status" states are: 1)

tough or damp, 2) insect infested, and 3) no obvious problems.

A forwa¡d chaining mechanism has been chosen for this application because the nafure

of the problem is such that it is data-driven.

5.4 Collecting Management Options and Objectives

Before proceeding to the next stage, information must be obtained from the user

regarding the types of grain handling and storage equipment that he or she has (or can easily

obtain by rørting or borrowing), and the future objectives he or she has for the stored gain.

This task was accomplished with the use of another GIII. It was designed in much the same

way as the initial grain conditions GIII.

This section is important to the overall system because individual farmers have

different tlTes of equipment and different intended uses for their grain. Even though a

standard recommendation may work for 90% of the users, allowances must also be made for

the other lOYo of users who have unique conditions. The system will only seem
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knowledgeable if it makes recommendations that can be implemented for most situations.

5.5 Determining Management Strategies

Based on the grain storage status and the management options and objectives input

by the user, the system now must identify the best management strategy.

In one scenario, a management strategy is obtained based on the conditions as they

are at present. This will work best for short-term storage in which the system speculates

about what will happen in the near future. In the second scenario, the management strategy

is based on the predictions of insect gowth models and grain temperature and moisture

content models. The system consults more resources to determine what the conditions wül

be after a specified amount oftime has elapsed. For both scenarios, the management strategy

will be based on manasement rules.

The basic difference between the two scenarios is the time required to arrive at a

management strategy. Management strategies based on predictive models may provide a

better understanding of the situation, but the computer time requirements are greater. If the

objective is for a long storage period, the extra computer time may be well spent. On the

other hand, if there is no problem at the time of sampling and the intended storage period is

relatively short, the extra computer time may not be necessary. It may be more appropriate

to sample again after a specified time interval and re-consult the expert system.

Regardless ofwhich method is used, the end result of this stage of the expert system

is a management strategy best suited to solve the identified problem.
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5.6 Predictive Models

The insect growth model and grain temperature and moisture content models would

be consulted only if the end user specifies for them to be consulted. They increase the length

ofthe consultation because it takes time for the simulations to run. The model predicting the

temperature within the storage bin would be based on historic weather data.

The temperature simulation model would predict future grain temperatures based on

the initial ternperature of the grain and historic weather data for a given year (e.g. good, bad,

or average year). The insect growth model would predict the number of insects at some

future point in time based on the initial number of insects in the grain and the grain

temperatures simulated by the temperature model. Based on these "future" values of grain

temperature and insect numbers, the "Management Rule Base" would select a best

management strategy.

5.7 Display of Management Strategy and Explanation

After the expert system has completed the entire process and arrived at a management

strategy, it must then display the recommendation(s) to the user. A GUI vvill be employed

to perform this task. The management strategies will be displayed and the user will be able

to ask for further explanation if he or she so desires. The explanation facility is necessary to

provide the user with the reasons behind the chosen management strategy. This is important

because the user wa¡¡ts to know the reasoning used to reach a conclusion. If no explanation

is provided, the user may not trust the advice.
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5.8 Changing Options

Ifthe user does not like the management strategy given or simply would like to test

other alternatives, he or she would be given an opportunity to change some of the inputs.

This can be performed by a GLII which determines the area of interest and takes the user to

that section. Once the changes have been made, the expert system will proceed to find the

best management strategy in the same process as described earlier.

5.9 Saving Consultation Information

Much of the initial information will remain unchanged from consultation to

consultation (e.g. initial grain conditions) or even from year to year (e.g. bin specifications).

To eliminate the re-entering of information, the system will have a feature to allow

consultation information to be saved and retrieved.
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6. F'ORMALIZATION OF THE PROGRAM

6.1 Selection of Hardware

One ofthe criteria for a successful system listed previously was that the program be

practical for distribution to farmers. This means that the program must be developed using

hardware to which farmers have access. Though the percentage of farmers who have

personal computers is not knowrL it was determined that the personal computer was the only

logical choice. This program requires a 486 cpu microcomputer with 7Mb of disk space and

4MB of RAM.

6.2 Selection of Software

6.2.1 Knowledge Engineering Tool Requirements

Based on the conceptual design, an appropriate knowledge engineering tool should:

a. support a forward chaining rule-based representation,

b. supportobject-orientedrepresentations,

c. support the integration of these two representations,

d. have good graphical user interface capabilities,

e. be capable of providing explaaations to users,

f. be capable of communicating with database applications,

g be capable of displaying graphic images (e.g. pictures of insects for

identification purposes),

h. be reasonably priced (both development and run-time versions),

i. allow integration with existing simulation prog¡ams (written in

FORTRAN),
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be easy to extend or modi$ as the scope of the project increases or

changes, and

be relatively efficient to keep consultation time as short as possible.

6.2.2 Knowledge Engineering Tool Selection

Based on consultation with others working on expert system development in the

Department of Agricultural Engineering at the University of Manitoba, LEVELS OBIECT

(Information Builders Inc., New Yorþ NY.) was chosen as the development tool. Review

of literature (Tellzen 1992) also identified LEVEL5 OBJECT as the software used by the

A¡stralians in the development of their grain storage management expert system. Since the

cost of the development software was quite reasonable (approximately $1400 Cdn), the

software was investigated more closely for its suitability to the application.

This development tool satisfies a number of the requirements listed in the previous

section. The inference engine supports both forward and backwa¡d chaining through rule-

bases. Although forward chaining has been identified as the most likely method to be used,

the presørce ofboth inferencing strategies allows more options as the scope of the project is

broadened. LEVEL5 OBJECT also allows the combination ofnrles and frames, as is required

for this system.

The design of graphical input and output displays is one of the strengths of LEVELS

OBJECT. There are many different display items (or tools) that a¡e available to the

developer.

The explanation facility provided with LEVEL5 OBJECT has some limitations. It is
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useful at development time for debugging, but some work has to be done to obtain clear

explanations for the user at runtime.

There are several ways in which access can be gained to a database. LEVELS

OBJECT supports object-oriented database interfaces to dBASE and FOCUS. An alternative

to this method is to use client-server architectures between the database and LEVEL5

OBJECT.

It is also possible to integrate simulation programs into the expert system through the

use of function calls to external programs. Variable passing is allowed between applications.

Review ofliterahre onLEVEL5 OBJECT zuggested that it would allow the progr¿Ìm

to be developed as it has been conceptually designed. The fact that other developers are

using this tool suggested that it was a capable and reliable package. A further advantage to

be gained by the use of this tool was the presence of people using it at the Universþ of

Manitoba. Consultation with these developers enhanced syntax problem-solving.

6.3 Knowledge Acquisition

6.3.L Sources of Knowledge

After completion ofthe conceptual design and selection of appropriate hardware and

software, the process of knowledge acquisition began. The first step was to identify the

sources of knowledge and expertise to be used in the development of the program.

The initiative for this project came jointly from the Agriculture and Agri-Food Canada

Winnipeg Research Centre and the Department of Agricultural Engineering, University of

Manitoba. The domain expertise was extracted largely from researchers working in these two
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organrzations: Dr. D.S. Jayas, Dr. W.E. Muir, and Dr. N.D.G. White. Formanyyears,

research has been conducted, both in Canada and around the world, in the fields of grain

storage and grain storage management. Consequently, there is a large base of scientific

literature from which knowledge can be extracted.

Over the past number of years, various computer models have been developed to

model certain processes within grain storage bulks. Simulation models are available which

predict heat transfer (Yaciuk et al. 1975, Metzger and Muir 1983, Muir et al. 1980,

Alaguzundaram et aI. 1990a" Alagusundaram et al. 1990b); moisture migration (Metzger and

Muir 1983); and CO, movement (Alagusundaram et al. I994a, Alagusundaram et al. L994b)

within grain bulks. Researchers have also developed models to predict the population

dynamics of various stored-product pests such as the rusty grain beetle, Cryptolestes

ferrugineus (Stephens) (Kawamoto et al. 1989). Since much knowledge and expertise has

gone into the development of these models, it was decided to incorporate these models into

the expert system.

. Another source of knowledge for the expert system v/as my own farm background.

It is difficult to quantify the extent to which a practical understanding of grain storage

contributed to the final program, but it did contribute in some way.

6.3.2 Methods of Knowledge Acquisition

Whenthis project first started, the people directly involved in the development of the

expert system could be divided into two very distinct groups. One group consisted of the

three domain experts identified previously. These people had a good understanding of grain
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storage, both practicai and scientific. The other group consisted of myself as the knowledge

engineer. Although a farm background provided me with a practical understanding of grain

storage, my scientific knowledge of grain storage was minimal compared with that of the

domain experts. As a result, the first stage of knowledge acquisition consisted of reading and

reviewing the scientific literature available on gtain storage. This was a required first step to

ensure that I was able to communicate with the domain experts.

After an initiat reading and learning period, a more structured knowledge acquisition

phase began. Written questionnaires were prepared for distribution to the domain experts.

A meeting was scheduled, at which time the questions and answers \¡/ere discussed. The

questionnaire and meeting process worked quite well, although it had to be modified slightly.

The initial plan had been to allow each of the experts to answer the questionnaire. The

answers would then be compared and discussed at the meeting. This plan was modified

slightly to make more efficient use of the experts' time. The questionnaires were distributed

with preliminary answeÍs based on my review of the literature. The domain experts were then

only required to decide whether the answers were right or wrong.

I also attended a university course taught by one of the domain experts, as well as a

course offered by the universþ on the theory of expert systems. This structured format

worked well for educating me about grain storage. Throughout the knowledge acquisition

stage, very little use of the interview process was made. Rather, I assembled the knowledge

base from published literature which was then verified by the experts.
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6.3.3 Problems Encountered

The process of knowledge acquisition has long been regarded as the bottleneck in the

development of expert systems (Feigenbaum 1978, cited by Harandi and Lange 1990).

Knowledge acquisition is known to be a slow and difficult process, often accompanied by

various problems. In that sense, the development of this expert system was similar to many

others that have been developed in the past. Problems were encountered, but in most cases,

solutions were found.

Multiple experts can be a great benefit to a project, but certain problems or difficulties

must fi¡st be overcome. In this project, it became obvious at a very early stage that it would

be difñcult to schedule meetings to fit the schedules of three experts. To find an appropriate

meeting time, it was often necessary to plan several days in advance. Unfortr¡nately, it is

sometimes difficult to foresee the need for a meeting several days in advance. Problems have

a tendency to occur zuddenly. It would be very beneficial if a meeting could be organized just

as quickly From my experience, the best way to ensure "spur of the moment" meetings was

to meet with only one ofthe experts on an indMdual basis. The chance of finding one person

with some spare time was better than the chance of all th¡ee being available at the same time.

A second problem associated with multiple experts is knowing which expert is the

most appropriate person to talk with in specific situations. Even though all th¡ee people are

experts in gain storage, each of them has slightly different a¡eas of expertise. For this reasorL

each expert may give a different perspective to the same question. It is up to the knowledge

engineer to decide how the different perspectives can be combined or which one should be

chosen as the most "correct".
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Another major problem that was faced in the development of this expert system was

a limitation on the amount of time each expert was able to devote to the project. This was

especially critical during the knowledge acquisition phase. With the traditional interview

method ofknowledge acquisition, the experts were required to devote quite a large amount

of tìme to the project. Due to busy schedules, this was not always easy to do. A solution to

this problem was for the knowledge engineer to look to other sources of knowledge. Many

research papers have been published by the three domain experts and their colleagues. This

large literature base was used extensively in the development of this expert system. I

compiled the knowledge base from the literature. The domain experts were then consulted

to verifr the knowledge base. Although the overall time required to assemble the knowledge

base may have been greater, the amount of time required of the experts was less than with the

traditional interview approach. In some applications this may not be desirable, but I found

it to be an acceptable trade-off.

A further problem that I encountered was an incomplete understanding of the grain

storage problem. Based on a farmer's perspective, gtain storage is quite simple. The granary

is used to hold the grain until it can be sold. If the grain was harvested tougtq it needs to be

dried. Alternately, based on the scientific research on grain storage, it seemed that grain

storage was much too complex for an expert system to solve. As time passed and my

understanding of grain storage became more complete, the complexity of the problem seemed

to decrease somewhat. It is possible that this confusion or misunderstanding occurs in many

seert qystem projects. It may not be evident to the domain expert because he or she already

has a reasonably complete understanding of the probløn under consideration. In cases where
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the knowledge engineer is not an expert in the domain, it will take some time for him or her

to gain sufficient understanding for the confusion to go away

Another problem encountered in this project is one which may not be common for

many expert systems. Since grain storage deals with living seeds within an ecosystem,

biological variability can be a factor. A simple example is the question of how to define the

optimal environmental conditions for a stored-product pest, such as the rusty grain beetle.

Every source seems to quote stightly different numbers. There may be several reasons for

these differences. It is possible that experimental differences exist (e.9. experimental

procedure, instrument precision, and other such factors) or simply that strains of insects in

different regions have slightly diferent characteristics. Regardless of where the differences

come fronq it is important to recognize that they exist. In some cases, choosing one number

over another can be a very arbitrary decision, but one that has to be made.
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7. IMPLEMENTATION OF THE PROGRAM

7.1 Overview

Based on the definition that implementation is the programming of knowledge into the

computer, it may seem that this stage would be quite easy. In fact, this conclusion is wrong.

It was only at the implementation stage that I began to realize the limitations of and problems

with my conceptual design in relation to the formalization of the problem. Until this stage,

the conceptual design was on paper only. As I began to construct the initial prototype, new

ideas came to mind and the conceptual design was continua[y changing

It is impossible to describe all of the ideas that were tried and all of the prototypes that

were developed. A cyclic process began where a problem arose with the implementation of

a specific part ofthe conceptual design. A new idea or solution was considered which altered

the conceptual design. Further problems were encountered with the altered conceptual

design, and the cycle started over. This cycle repeated itself hundreds of times before the

current version of the program was obtained. It is expected that this cycle would continue

if further work is done on the program.

7.2 Difiïculties Encountered

The implementation of the program was made challenging by the expert system

development shell software. There \¡/ere many times when the conceptual design had to be

altered because I was unable to manipulate the software in the desired way. Part of this

difrculty could be attributed to my incomplete knowledge of the software, but in some cases

there was no apparent method to accomplish the desired task.
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It would be unfair, however, to blame the software for all of the implementation

problems. The addition of new knowledge and new ideas also caused changes to the

conceptual design. This in itself is not the problem. The problem is that there is so much

information about grain storage that it was difficult to decide what to include and what to

leave out. Basically, the problem was that I was not convinced that I had found the "right"

conceptual design. Consequently, I was continually searching for new ideas.

7.3 PrototyPe Testing

During implementatior¡ many prototypes were created. Some were similar, while

others were quite diferent. For many of these prototypes, I was the only person to see and

evaluate them. Occasionally, however, I found it necessary to get feedback from others. This

protot)¡pe testing was informal. The domain experts or other students used the program and

offered suggestions and made comments. I was present to observe and offer help when

needed. Notes were made of user's comments and areas of ditrcuþ. These sessions were

useful for identifying problems which were not apparent to me because of my famitiarity with

the program.

7.4 Changes to the Program Philosophy

During the lengthy implementation stage, my philosophy for the program began to

change. In the previously discussed feasibility study, the objective for the progr¿rm was "to

develop an expert or knowledge-based system that caû be used to assist farmers with the

post-harvest management of stored grains." At that time, my idea was that the program
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would collect all ofthe necessary information from the user and then tell the user what to do

to protect his or her grain. I now believe that to be a poor approach. Rather than telling the

user what to do, the program should teach the user why certain actions are likely to be more

effective than others.

There are several factors which contributed to my change in philosophy. The fust and

most significant factorwas an observation that I made one evening when my father was

reading some ofmy notes. He had been reading about convection currents in grain and how

they deposit moisture at the top near the centre of the grain bulk. He had known the top

centre was the most likely location for the development of a hot spot, but did not know why.

After reading a scientific explanation, he understood. I decided that it may be better to teach

farmers why certain management actions work rather than simply telling them what

management action should be done.

A second factor was the realization that farmers have a lot of valuable experience with

grain storage. I did not want to insult their intelligence by telling them what to do with only

a limited explanation. A related åctor is the fact that some farmers do not trust computers.

It is necessary for the expert system to earn their respect before they will begin to trust it.

This will not happenby dictating instructions. The program must be designed in such away

that the farmer feels completely comfortable with the program.

In my opinio4 this change in philosophy *ill increase the potential usefulness of the

progIam.
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S. DESCRIPTION OF THE GRAIN STORAGE II¡FORMATION SYSTEM

8.1 Main Purpose

In my opinion, the Grain Storage Information System (GSIS) will be the most useful

if it is viewed as an educational tool. The management of stored grain has become a

challenging task. To remain in business, farmers cannot afford to make grain management

decisions which result in reduced grain quality. Farmers need help to deal with the rapidly

changing agricultural industry. Universþ and government researchers have recognized this

need. The main purpose of GSIS, therefore, is to teach farmers the current knowledge of

grain storage to enable them to become better grain storage managers.

8.2 An Overview of GSIS

The procedure followed by GSIS is basically the same from consultation to

consultation with the changes being the result of different initial conditions. The program can

be described as follows:

t.

2.

The initial grain conditions are input by the user.

The grain storage life is calculated. The storage life of the grain is based on a

mathematical equation developed by researchers. The safe storage life is described

as the period of time before germination drops 5%o or visible mould appears. The

storage life is based on the grain temperature and moisture content.

The storage life is compared with the intended storage period.

If the storage life is less than the intended storage period, either the grain moisture

content or grain temperature should be reduced.

J.

4.
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5.

Ifthe grain condition is tough (having a moisture content above the limit for

dry gain), appropriate dryrng actions will be explored. A near-ambient drying

simulation program is available. If the grain condition is dry, appropriate

cooling actions wül be explored. An aeration simulation pro$am is available.

Ifthe storage life is greater than the intended storage period, the grain should be safe

from fungal deterioration, however, insects must still be considered.

If insects are currently present, possible control measures will be indicated.

An insect identification module is available. Even if insects are not currently

present, the risk of a future insect infestation always remains. A risk factor is

presented.

Changes can be made to the initial grain conditions so that the user can consider

possible effects of several storage options.

Information screens are available throughout the consultation.

8.3 Features of GSIS

8.3.1 Calculation of Storage Life

The storage life of grain is the predicted length of time which the grain will remain in

good condition. Different researchers have used different criteria for deciding when the end

ofthe safe storage period occurs. Fraser (1979) decided that the safe storage life would be

the number of days before germination drops 5o/o or visible mould appears on the grain.

Kreyger (1972) set the safe storage life as the time to appearance of visible mould in barley

stored at different combinations of temperature and moisture content.

6.

7.
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Researchers agree that the storage life is dependent upon the grain temperature and

grainmoisture content. This impties that the storage life of a bulk of grain will be altered if

either the temperature or moisture content changes. Theoretically, it should be possible to

lengthen the storage life of grain by drying, cooling, or both.

The predicted storage life is a very important component of GSIS. The need to dry

(or cool) the grain occrrs when the predicted storage life is shorter than the intended storage

puiod. It should be noted, however, that the storage life equations assume constant values

of temperature and moisture content. If either parameter changes, the prediction may no

longer be accurate. The storage life equations provide a good starting point. It must be

remembered, however, that the storage life equations do not consider damage caused by

insects.

The storage life equations used in GSIS are:

wheat: (Fraser 1979)

canola: (Muir and Sinha

log0 : 6.234 - 0.212W - 0.053 T

log0 : 4.129 - 0.0997 W - 0.057 T

log0 : 6.224 - 0.302W - 0.069 T

loe0 : 5.278 - 0.206W - 0.063 T

T: 5 to25'C
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w: 12 to 790/o

W: 19 to Z4Yo

(l)

(2)

w

w

1e86)

< llYo

> llo/o

(3)

(4)

barley: (Kreyger 1972)

W = 12 to l6Yo



\,:67 + exp{5.124+ (39.6 - 0,8107 T)tl(W - 12) - 0.031s exp 0'0579 Tl} (5)

where. W: moisture content, wet mass basis, (%)

T : grain temperafure, ('C)

storage life before germination drops 5Yo or visible mould occurs, (days)

t.: time for mould to aPPear, (h)

8.3.2 Determination of Unventilated Cooling Times

If the grain is dry and the storage life is still less than the storage period, the grain

should be cooled. Some cooling inside the bin near the wall and top surface occurs when the

outside air turns cold. In western Canada, this occurs each winter. Unforh-rnately, this

conductive cooling may not be sufficient to cool the entire grain bulk because grain kernels

have low thermal diffusivity (Muir et al. 1989). Consequently, it can take a long time for a

temperature gradient to move through agrainbulk by conduction. Unless the grain is stored

in abinwith a small diameter, it is untikely that conductive cooling wilt be of sufficient help.

Yaciuk et al. (1975) ran a series of computer simulations to determine the length of

time required to cool a bin of warm grain below 20"C in Winnipeg without aeration. His

rezults indicated that grain stored in large bins (> 4 m diameter) should be cooled by some

external means.

The data shown in Tabte 1 (from Yaciuk et aJ. 1975) were used in GSIS to predict an

approximate cooling time if aeration was not used.
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Table 1. Simulated number of days for wheat at the cent¡e of
a bin located in Winnipeg to drop below 20"C for bins of
different diameter.

Initial Temperature ("C)

Diameter (m) 35

2

4

6

8

10

12

16

20
# Indicates that the bin centre does not drop below

20" C during the first 5 years of storage.
Source: Yaciuk et al. (1975)

8.3.3 Aeration Simulation Model

Since grain cooling by natural conduction is a slow process if grain is stored in a large

bin, farmers often decide to cool their grain by aeration. Aeration refers to the process of

forcing cool ambient air through the bulk of grain with a fan. As long as this operation is

done when the ambient air temperature is lower than the grain temperature, cooling will take

place.

Grain cooling by forced convection is a relatively fast process. Consequently, it is not

necessary to run aeration fans at high airflows. Normal aeration rates are I-2 S-ls)lnf of
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grain (Friesen and Huminicki 1987) At 1 (L/s)/m3, it may take 150 - 200 hto change the

temperature throughout the bin. If the airflow rate is doubled, it \¡/ill take only half as long

@riesen and Huminicki 1987).

When it is determined that the grain should be cooled and the storage bin is equipped

with aeration equipment, GSIS will present the user with an opporfunity to run an aeration

simulation model. The aeration model is the equilibrium dryrttg model by Thompson (1972)

contained within the GRAINSS program Qluminicki et al. 1986). The simulation runs with

an airflow of 1.5 (L/s)/m3. It is assumed that the initial temperature is constant throughout

the bin. The temperatures within the bin are simulated from the specified harvest date until

November l5 for three years of historic weather data (1965,1968, and 1969). When the

simulations have stopped, the temperature I m below the surface in the centre of the bin is

presented to the user for each of the th¡ee separate simulation years. This location was

selected because it is the most likely location of the maximum temperature in fall and winter

Muir et al. 1989).

8.3.4 Near-ambient Drying Simulation Model

When grain is not dry, it tends to be susceptible to fungal gowth and deterioration.

To ensure quality, the grain should be dried as soon as possible. The quickest way to dry

grain is with a heated-air grain dryer, but it can be quite expensive. Many farmers choose to

use near-ambient drying as opposed to heated-air drytng.

Near-ambient drying uses the dryrng potential of unheated ambient air to remove

moisture from the grain (Friesen and Huminicki 1987). Similar to aeration, air is forced
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tlnough the grain bulk by afan, but at much higher airflows. The high airflows are required

because the drying front must be moved through the grain bulk before spoilage occurs.

If GSIS determines that the grain needs to be dried and the bin is equipped with an

aeration floor, the user will have an opportunity to run the simulation model. GSIS selects

an appropriate airflow value based on the recommended minimum airflow requirements for

Manitoba using a perforated floor and a level grain surface (Friesen and Huminicki 1987).

The user can view these recommended airflow charts and change the value if desired. The

near-ambient drying model is the equilibrium drytng model by Thompson (1972) contained

within the GRAINS9 program (Huminicki et al. 1986).

The drying simulation program predicts drytng based on 10 randomly selected years

of historic weather data. The simulation program stops either when the grain bulk is dried

or when the date reaches November 15. The simulation is run for all l0 vears of weather

data. The user is then presented with the results. For each simulation year, GSIS determines

whether the grain has dried before November 15. The years are ranked from best to worst.

If the simulation model predicts the grain to be dried by November 15 in an average yea.r,

GSIS \¡¡ill recommend near-ambient drying. Otherwise, GSIS will recommend heated-air

dryrng.

It should be noted that the equilibrium drytng simulation model as included in the

GSIS is valid only for grain stored in circular steel granaries equipped with forced ventilation

equipment and a fully perforated floor near V/innipeg. If the bin is either filled to the peak

or if a less than fully perforated floor is used, the results of the dryrng simulation will not be

accurate. The program can easily be used for other western Canadian locations with the
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addition of weather files and minor modifications.

It should also be noted that no changes were made to the simulation models. The

GSIS has simply accessed the models viithin the GRAINSS program. This was done so that

it should not be necessary to validate the simulation models. This validation has been done

previously (Sanderson et al. 1989).

8.3.5 Drying Recommendations

As discussed in the previous section, grain often needs to be dried to prevent fungal

grov/th. Farmers can choose between heated-air dryng and near-ambient drying. The choice

ofone type ofdrying over the other depends on several factors.

The first consideration must be given to the equipment which the farmer ov/ns. It

would be pointless to suggest near-ambient drying if the farmer had no equipment for near-

ambient drytng.

Ifthere is no limitation due to lack of equipment, consideration must be given to the

time constraints involved with drying. Heated-air dtyog is relatively quick and does not

present any time constraints. Near-ambient drying, on the other hand, is a lengthy process.

It is important that the entire g¡ain bulk be dried before the grain spoils. If the grain will not

get dried before spoilage starts then it may be advisable to use heated-air dryrng

When neither equipment nor time causes any constraints, the selection should be based

on cost and convenience. Near-a¡nbient drying is uzually more convenient because it requires

very little labour. Near-ambient drying can be less expensive if only the energy cost is

considered. However, if the overdrying cost is also included, it is ditrcult to predict which
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type of drying will be less expensive.

8.3.6 Insect Control Recommendations

In the previous sections, discussion was made of ways to increase the storage life of

the grain either by cooling or drying As a farmer, it is also necessary to consider the

problems associated with the presence of stored-product insects. Since it is illegal in Canada

to knowingly sell grain infested with live grain-feeding insects, one must consider possible

ways of controlling insects once they have been identified as a problem.

If insects are identified as being present, GSIS suggests some possible actions. From

a list of all possible control methods, the most probable ones are selected. It is up to the user

to decide which method to use. There are limitations on all of the possible control methods.

High temperature thermal disinfestation may be practical if the grain is tough and a

grain dryer is available. Low temperature thermal disinfestation may be practical during the

winter if aeration equipment is available. If a pneumatic grain conveyor is available and the

grain needs to be moved, it may be possible to kill the insects as the grain goes through the

pneumatic grain conveyor. Fumigationwith carbon dioxide is only practical if the grain is dry

and the bin is airtight. Fumigation with phosphine should not be attempted if the grain

temperature is less than 5'C, Finally, though not recommended for use on any type of grain

inthis prograrn" malathion should never be used in empty bins where canola is to be stored.

Though not yet mandatory, non-chemical control of insects is recommended.
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8.3.7 Calculation of Potential Infestation Factor

Even when insects are not currently present in the grain sample, there is no guarantee

that the grain will always remain free of insects. The likelihood of an insect infestation

depends on many factors. These factors interact with one another, making it diffcult to

determine the overall risk of future infestation. A possible solution is given by Eq. 6 below.

PI: { F.. F, F* Fro Fr" Fr" Fo, F" Fr- F" } * tOO

where: PI : potential infestation factor

F-. : moisture content factor

Fr : grain temperature factor

FruD : mechanical damage factor

Fro : sprouting damage factor

FLp : large dockage particles factor

Fr" : small dockage particles factor

Fo, : granary sanitation factor

(6)

Fp : previous insect infestation factor

Fr{D : harvest date factor

FB : bin size factor

Each factor is given a decimal value less than or equal to one. The value assigned to

each factor depends on the initial grain conditions specified by the user. A summary of the

assigned factor values is given nTable 2.
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Table 2. Insect infestation factors for various grain conditions.

Parameter Numerical Factor

Moisture Content 1.0

0.9

0.7

0.5

0.6

1.0

1.0

0.7

0.5

0.7

1.0

0.9

1.0

1.0

1.0

0.8

1.0

1.0

0.6

0.9

1.0

0.9

0.9

1.0

0.9

0.7

0.5

Grain Temperature

Mechanical Damage

Sprouting Damage

Lar ge Dockage Particles

Small Dockage Particles

Granary Sanitation

Previous Infestations

Harvest Date

Bin Size

In an ideal case, each factor would have a value of one. This would yield a PI value

of 100. This means there is a negligible risk of a future insect infestation. When some of the

factors have values less than one, the PI value decreases below 100. The lower the number,

very dry

dry
tough
damp

wet
cold

cool

warm

hot

yes

no

yes

no

significant numbers

none

significant numbers

none

yes

no

yes

no

early

normal

late

small

intermediate
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the greater the risk of a future insect infestation. Any PI value less than 10 defines a high risk.

A value between 10 and 25 defines an intermediate risk and values greater thart25 define a

low risk of a future insect infestation.

The values given to the factors were selected arbitrarily. There is no justification for

these values, other than the fact that they were chosen by the domain experts.

The particular format of Eq 6 was chosen because it represents the type of

interactions that occur among the factors. When two factors interact with each other it is a

multiplicative effect, not an additive effect.

8.3.8 Insect Population Growth Simulation

When a high risk of an insect infestation exists,. it may be beneficial to be able to

predict the size of an insect population. Kawamoto et al. (1989) developed a computer

simulation program for the rusty grain beetle, Cryptolestes ferntginers (Stephens), which

could predict the size of an insect population based on the initial population and the

conditions within the grain bulk.

This simulation program has not been directly incorporated into GSIS for a couple of

reasons. The fust reason is that there is some concern for the ability of the program to

produce realistic results. In a laboratory experiment it may be possible to produce a

population density of 50 000 insects per kg of grain, but densities of this magnitude are not

realistic for farm bins (White 1995b).

The second reason for not using the pro$am is that it would further increase the

lengfh of a consultation with very little advantage to be gained. Kawamoto et al. (1989)
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observed that insect populations peaked at approximately the same density regardless of the

initial density. The only difference v/as that the peak tended to occur sooner at higher initial

densities. The most important observationwas that the rate of increase and peak density were

predominantly controlled by temperature and affected by relative humidity.

For Canadian farmers, predicting the size of an insect population is a purely academic

exercise. When it is illegal to sell grain that has even one live grain-feeding insect, why would

the farmer care how big the problem could get? The farmer should take actions to eliminate

the insects long before the population peaks. The data of Kawamoto et al. (1989) imply that

insect populations can be reduced significantly by cooling the grain. This is the information

which the farmer should eet from the simulation model.

8.3.9 Insect Identifïcation Module

The purpose of the insect identification module is to teach farmers about the different

species of insects most commonly found in western Canada. Although each species is

different and has different habits, it is most important to differentiate between grain-feeding

and fungus-feeding insects because the type of management action depends on the type of

insect present. Grain-feeding insects feed on the grain. They are usually found in warm, dry

grain. Since it is illegal to knowingly sell grain in Canada which is infested with these insects,

an appropriate management action is one which eliminates the insects. Fungus-feeding

insects, however, feed on fungi rather than the grain kernels. The presence of fungus-feeding

insects usually zuggests that the grain is tough. In this situation, the appropriate management

action is to dry the grain. Once it has been dried, the insect problem will also be solved.
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The insect identification module consists of a series of computer display screens

containing information about and pictures of some common insect species. The user must

read through the screens to determine whether a match has been made with the insects found

inthe grain. Even if one is not trying to identify an insect found in the gral4 reading through

the information screens can be educational. Print-outs of the screens in GSIS are included

in Appendix A.

8.3.10 Grain Sampling Module

The accuracy of the information collected from a grain bin depends on where the

samples were taken. Grain sampling, therefore, is very important.

The purpose ofthis module is to provide the user with information on proper sampling

techniques and preferred sampling locations. The information is mainly for insect sampling.

This information is not used in the main program, but rather is included as a source of

additional information for the user. The sampling information screens are included in

Appendix B.

8.3.11 Sanitation Module

One ofthe best ways to prevent an insect infest¿tion is to make use of good sanitation

in and around the storage bin. Stored-product insects infest freshly harvested grain from

outside ofthe bin or from old grain and dust within the bin. If bins are swept out as soon as

the grain is removed and the outside of the bin is kept clean, there is a better chance that the

freshly harvested grain will not become infested.
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The importance of good sanitation cannot be stressed enough. It is hoped that

farmers will read and follow the advice given in this module. The sanitation information

screens are included in Appendix C.

8.3.12 General Information Module

Since the purpose of the expert system is to teach farmers as much as possible about

grain storage, a module containing general information about various aspects of grain storage

was useful. A tot of information is made available to the user throughout a consultation, but

it is impossible to include all relevant information within the main framework of the program.

The information contained in this module is not vital to the use of GSIS nor is it necessary

that it be read by all users. It is included for those who are interested and who are willing to

take the time to learn more about grain storage. The information contained in the general

information module is included in Appendix D.

8.3.13 Conclusions

Once the consultation is complete, there must be an end or a conclusion. At this

point, GSIS briefly summarizes the most important information that was given tkoughout the

consultation. GSIS does not tell the user what to do. Rather, the situation is explained and

some possible courses of action a¡e discussed. The user must then decide what will be done-
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8.4 User's Manual

A computer program is not complete without an accompanying user's manual. A

user's manual is necessary because potential users are less familiar with the program than the

program developer. It is inevitable that questions will arise as the progam gets used. A

user's manual which can be distributed along with the program is a good way to address this

need.

One of the most important purposes of the user's manual is to make people feel

comfortable and confident with the program. It gives the impression that the program

developers are trying to make the program suit the user. If a program is distributed without

a manual, the user may get the impression that the developers are not interested in customer

support. This impression will not enhance conûdence in the progfam.

A second pulpose of a user's manual is to provide help. Every program is unique in

certain ways. These differences may cause problems for users. Solutions to these types of

problems should be included in the manual. The user's manual written for GSIS is included

in Appendix E.
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9. VALIDATION AND VERIFTCATION

9.1 Criteria

Before a computer program can be judged suitable for distributiorq it must be tested.

A computer progam can be tested in many different ways depending on what test results are

required. The computer program should be tested according to the constraints imposed by

the problem. In other words, the first step of testing should be to select the criteria by which

the program will be judged.

GSIS was designed to be an educational tool for farmers in western Canada. A prime

objective of the testing procedure should be to determine the adequacy of the program as an

educational tool. To be effective, GSIS should be easy to use and easy from which to learn.

Information should be presented in a logicat manner so that it is as understandable as possible.

It is also important that the information be presented in a way that will make sense to farmers.

It may not be zuitable to present the information as it would be presented in a scientific paper.

This testing may be described as validation of the progr¿m.

A second important function of testing is to verify the accuracy of the information

contained in the progam. Assuming the program functions well as an educational tool, it is

also advisable for the program to contain accurate information. It is imperative, therefore,

th¿t the program be carefully scrutinized to ensure that any information or recoÍlmendations

are accurate.

9.2 Procedures Used

By its nature, validation of a program is somewhat subjective. In this case, it was
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necessary to determine whether the program was useful as an educational tool. There is no

mathematical formula which will calculate this characteristic. It must be based on the user

friendliness of the program and its ability to convey information. There are two methods

which have been used to determine these characteristics. The user friendliness of the program

was judged by responses to a questionnaire (Appendix F) completed after use of the program.

This questionnaire consisted of ten questions which provided an overview of the program and

allowed for specific comments to be made.

The ability to convey information was based on responses to a sample problem given

to a class of agricultural engineering students. The sample problem (Appendix G), was

intended to force students to thoroughly search GSIS for the information needed to give an

acq¡rate solution to the problem. It is hoped that close scrutinization of the responses given

by the students will be an indication of the progfam's ability to convey information.

Although verification is less subjective than validatiorq other diffculties exist.

Verification requires that the information be accurate, but accurate according to what

standard? Since the knowledge for the expert system has come from several sources,

verifrcation should also be based on several sources. Ideally, the program should contain

information consistent with all grain storage experts, not only the experts involved in the

development of GSIS. Unfortunately, it is difficult if not impossible to determine what

information is consistent with all grain storage experts. A possible solution to this problem

is to test the program in actual situations. Field testing will show whether the

recommendations given by GSIS result in safe storage or whether they result in fungal

deterioration or insect infestation. The constraint on this testing procedure is time. To be
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useful, field testing must occur in the fall when freshly harvested grain is placed into storage.

The program would then be consulted and recommendations followed. During the winter

storage period, the grain would be monitored to see whether the recommendation given by

GSIS was good or bad. Due to the time constraints of this research project, field testing has

not been done. Until this testing is done, verification of GSIS must be based on the

judgement of the human experts involved in the project.

9.3 Results

I have received 18 completed surveys from people who have used GSIS. In many

cases? all ofthe questions were answered, although some people did not provide answers for

all questions. Many useful comments were given which will benefit furure changes to the

program, however, these comments will not be included in this section of results.

The following figures illustrate a summary of the responses on the 18 questionnaires.

It should be noted that the majority of survey respondents viere agricultural engineering

students who had just completed a class on grain storage. Their background of education and

computer usage is different than the majority of farmers. It should also be noted that

questions 2 and 9 only asked for comments.
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The results from the sample problem given to the class of agricultural engineering

students are dificult to zumma¡ize. The students were required to make various assumptions

to a¡swer the question. Due to different assumptions and answers that did not have to meet

a standard format, the problem was ¿mswered in different ways.

kr their answers, 15 out of 16 students included the safe storage life in days @ig. 10).

The storage life of grain is based on temperature and moisture content. The moisture content

was given, but the students had to assume a grain temperature.

68 t25 142 231

U)€A
().d
Ë?(t)
q-i

t<)
0.)

.5 Iz
0

47

Safe Storage Life @ays)

Fig. 10.

Similarly, 10 out of 16 students reported the risk of a future insect infestation (Fig.

1l). This value was based on several assumptions as well.

Values of Safe Storage Life
engineering students to solve a
values are the result of assumed

(in days) used by a class of agricultural
sample problem using GSIS. The different
grain temperatures.
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9.4 Discussion

As mentioned previously, validation of GSIS will be based on user friendliness and the

ability to convey information. Figure 2 suggests that GSIS is reasonably easy to use,

however, the large number of people who answered "satisfactory" rndicate the need for

further improvements. Figure 8 confirms the fact that the majority of people feel the program

requires only minor changes.

Even though GSIS can be described as being user friendly, it must be able to convey

information to the user to be successful. While 12 out of 17 people judged the program to

have good potential for teaching the fundamentals of grain storage, a significant number of

people felt that questions were left unanswered (Fig. a) Fifteen out of 17 (Fig. 3) claim to

have learned something new about grain storage during their conzultation. I interpret this as

a measure of zuccess. The majority of these people have used GSIS only once. If they even
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learn only one piece of information each time they use the program, they will soon have

learned a lot.

The responses to the sample problem offered insight to the way in which GSIS is

used. To answer the question, the students were required to make several assumptions.

Review of the assumptions made by the students seems to indicate a good understanding of

grain storage, however, it is difficult to determine whether the understanding is because of

GSIS or because of other sources. In my opinioq many of the assumptions could be based

on information found in GSIS. If that is the case. GSIS can be considered to function well

as an educational tool.

Or.Jy 2 out of 16 people felt the program would have poor potential as a practical tool

for farmers and grain storage managers (Fig 6) Despite this result, an observation was made

which will have to be addressed. Many farmers do not directly measure the grain temperature

at the time of harvest. To run a consultation with GSIS, they will have to assume a grain

temperature. Based on the sample problem given to the students, a hot, sunny September day

can be interpreted in different ways. People from different regions of the province would

choose different temperatures. The regional impact of ambient temperature must be examined

carefully in the future.

The sample problem answered by the students reinforced my belief that GSIS is best

used as an educational tool. One would not expect such a wide range of values for safe

storage life (Fig. 10) given constant grain conditions. The students should be able to observe

the impact of different temperature assumptions.
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10. CONCLUSIONS

The following conclusions can be drawn from this thesis work.

Successful expert systems for grain storage management have been developed in at

least four countries around the world. Climatic and regulatory differences between

countries make these programs unsuitable for Canadian farmers. The presence of

experts willing to be part of the project and an abundant source of published

knowledge, in conjunction with the need for an expert system, make the project

feasible.

The Grain Storage Information System has been developed to run on a personal

computer. Many farmers either have a personal computer or can gain access to one

through an agricultural representative or elevator agent. The system, therefore, is

practical for distribution.

Half ofthe survey respondents described the program as being easy to use. This is a

positive fust step, but more work should be done to satisfy the other survey

respondents.

The Grain Storage Information System must gain the trust of farmers and grain

storage managers before it will be widely accepted. Dictating a recornmendation with

little explanation will not create trust. Rather, the program should teach the user why

certain management actions are more likely to be zuccessful than others. Field testing

is required to ensure that suggested management actions are consistent with those

made by human experts and that the program is trustworthy.
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rT. RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FUTI]RE \ilORK

The number of comments and suggestions received from survey respondents indicates

that GSIS needs some improvement and refinement. Before a large number of changes are

made, however, I believe it is imperative to get more feed-back from users. This will help to

identify the areas ofgreatest concern.

It would be useful to get feedback from users about the graphical user interface. This

could help to identi$ potential problems (e.g. things done poorly) and potential solutions (e.g.

things done well).

Since GSIS functions well as a teaching tool, it may be useful to consider the

possibility of applying computer-aided instruction technology to the existing program. This

could make GSIS an intelligent tutor.

At present, the practical use of GSIS is unclear. GSIS appears to function

satisfactorily as an educational tool, but further field testing is required before it can be

determined that it makes the correct suesestion in all cases.
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APPENDD( A

Print-outs of the trnsect ldentification

Module Screens from GSIS
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COLOR: reddish-bro',i.n

STIAPE: tìat, æc:,uç:l,u

SIÆ: 1.5 - 2 ,i rrrtr l,:rg

FLYING: -ris

FOODS: TIre ,get:i, nf ':ereels:',nll l-Êeil on some iìurgi.

RÁNGE FOR DEVTOFMENT: lrr - ¿lll'il

4J - 9JYl" R.H.

OPTIMIJM COFIDITIONS: 33"c
?tl - 6üi'i R.H.

it is the m¡st comm¡n ,iÍd seriÈils pest. ':f stored g¡ain otr far:trs urrd elev'rt¡rs in weslenr t.¡r:a':l:r. I¡'r,,rhet-r fr'-:in r::
ha¡-*¡rsted u..art Large pc¡:ulations can l:r:ild ut' ,{uicl'ly, causing grarL hecting ,:nd s¡rolage. lns,:cl-i¡rfest¿ri gra:rr is

likely i.o cake. i¡ becomi rnr.ldy ¿ncl nrustl-, to spr,:ut anrl io r.rnderg,: iass i¡r genrritatior, and in:tiilli:rg arrd b;rl':ng
qualrty. The rust1i graì:r1:eetle is zer¡ r:r:lúhur'ly. It carr sl-¡rf iv'l shod eiç':sr-u*s of -15 ot, .¿l:b¡ughFrc'lo:-rgtti

e:.:F'lsufet,r-j'C'¡¡i11 l,jtllheur. T5,aical dr-trrrgel':,r6rainkenieLc¡r'rber*cogtriz*dblr'1.h¿Ì:r;srn,:¿¡f ,iclistrncl
br-rnovringhole inthe BÈrm iilÈamtrlÉ by ttre emergi:rg adtdt. Lrrge populatiút1s csrr getlÈrstÊ enoughhu.l.t and

m¡istr.ue iu r-:reate hoi iìpcris i¡rLr.rlk Ërai¡ril: coLlwealherr.mderf¡'¡orahle ùDûL-liiiuns, Thi:ì :ìpr?cies tenrj:; ts move

dotrnr'¡a¡dinbns. ltrvill slsa u¡v¿ tr:u¿er.ls arees ':i'lúghtri,lisiurÊ c,rntelrt c,rLrigh cerbc,t ciaicie 'rc'û,rerltlali.on -

rr
z
8r
3

I.
âr
!(I
È
2

'î¿

Ë
t-
7

*
z.
fÊ,

4

*.
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RE'D FTOIIR BEETI,E
fÅfuliililrtf,tuiæwft

COLOR: red'ù¡h-bruumt,:blacÌ,i'-h 4

g

r,

{

a

'Í
t-
g

4
4é

s
p.

SIIAPE:

SIÆ:

FLYING:

c]rlr'ùir4,:lubbecÌ utelrrue

2.3 - 4.5 nun lorrg

Yrs

F$ODS: irrolienud,çr:u:rdliemels. dr:.st, lu:E

RANGEFORDEVH,OPMEI'IT: ;D -/{'|'C

OPIIMTJM CONDITIONS:

¿ffr*==*{
.Æ.fgE _ - :.!Fw

. " --16.8ä= 
=-lÉaä ==¡:::¡_€-'

r| $mm

lrl - 9JÌ,; R.H

:¡: -:-f 'ú
i l! - î5?t R.H. ,E
ii

Tlús species cu:::otfe¿r1 ':ulm,lanaged dry sertlruithless thffi 12?'irnoist¡.ue cuntrnt. Ii:¡lefers gtarn rlusf
hrnken grrrin andrndlerJ stocks. A'Jults arrri i¡¡-¿ae rue ¡lso cuülb¿I¡iiu. partrur.ilariy ur r:!ÈsrÉD¡:i sii.':utiorr:r, r+'heie

tlieyr+rllfÞer1 cnthe eggs anrl¡rr4:re uf theu o'¡¡n sp,:cies. Frrr-rd slurcks n'rtÞsi.erib1-the rei:lLrut heeilÈ Bhrlw rn€$'/'

rer{tfush bruwtr i:eetl.Ës tnoving nverihe rratrdsl',¡,lietr the5r ur distL.¡rbed. Heu'¡dÏ it'ri'estËC fl.,1t¡r tuüs p¡ayrsh arul
rlcrntaùrs cnrrl sHrrs, I'e':o1pellets anC fiass. ln sorre cüËs, tht f-lor¡ mai¡ t¡.¡trr pirl.\ S','rng cut a di:rrp.reeatrle taste

anrl nr{or car-¡seríbr¡ r se':retioa uf l}re ¿ciulis. Infesletlu¡hedunL{Èrgûes repid geunnatruti¡ss. The tedflor.u
b¿etle is a sfuong flier. Il has flfl r-urr-rsual tslerl..nce t'or iov¡ relative htrnucirt'r- utd can sr.tnti::n t'ery dry
eurirorunetrls ltshows'¡tlistrnctdispers,:jbelial'i¡rr;ulliesome,:iÍrerstured-grurnbeetle¡.,,vi:ir:hsiuSririsirle'rhe
grain rruss. il nfi.en ut:curs on fhe surth';e of slote'J grain

Æ



RICE $TEEVIT
Sir+philusoryæe

COLOR:

SHÁ,PE:

SIZEI

re d'Jsh-l:¡o'¡m nI dark Ì:rt'','m

Iang, n:uoui snout. ciLeu..ing morith ¡:¡rts

2.-\ - 4ll nun lr..,rL¿

z
g

E

E

FLYING: ru'eh¡

FO0DS: v"Ìrr-tlelenalgtaus

RÁI{GE FOR DEVB,OFMENT: 1?-:r4"C

ÛPTIMI]M CONDITIONS:

The ricl:'ver'¡ilis r-uiiuersullr.reg¡rded as nrre rf the ln¡sl dsshr-rttire ptittrul,rl:ests af slsr:i ceruuls. Il cnrr

cnnLplet,elv tlesiro¡i storrcl 6raür. In-¡asir-.rr: trjr''i:his pruriuÏ pesl tnùjl rrrlr¡sÊ gr,i:rr heaturg ,u.rj:ntri facüit'ai.e ihe

establislunent':ffungalcolnnies,secundaq,rinsectpestsandttriles. llisrno'lerateliit:nlcí-L":dy,buiretluues
relrti.+elii higit relaii,¡e hrunrúrt1,r i.o develop. Tl:e iir¡ae feeri u:r1 tletelop inrriLle ihe g¡aù: lernel rurd'jteut¿'J froltr

¡rüside. Lrcg.ltarly shu,led holes ofl sËed.q chulrcterize arice wer'"dinl'e¡:t¿ticn. .å. sing]e ir:stct. ':ur der:ttl5r ahotlt

3ll'ì,û¡f awhe¿tken:elurihe de,¡el¡pmenlÊanieggi,o rduli. hrahealyini'estaii¡rÍ.the c,!rypffioiiire grdnihui
remai¡s io' the shell of tlie kemel p etforate d b1,r rdrdt tieding urtl eniergrn': e hule s. Infesterl kem':ls cuntain u

gelatinaus piirg (usuali¡r- in the end uf a llertrr$ '.vhete a single egg uras laid The lCr-rlts rl.lsp:rse qui':kJ1r at iugh

tnnp eratule s. Lo o s eþ p tcke rl gr',:irr facúital¡ $ irts e cl ttrt¡.¡Entetrl..

.t{
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S,{lV'-TO OTÏIEI} GR-{IN BEETI,E
üryæephìktssuinanwxis

COLOR:

SIIAPE:

Slft:
FLYING:

FOODS: lAÁ¡IGE FOR DEVELOPMEIT{T: 13-_ìi.i "(:

OPTIMIJM CONDITIONS:

Tkrissl:':cierrisr.rfl.eaassr-¡r':iit,erlr,r¡iihhrr'..trgri,*lrLrulkcerËslssuch;tsnats. ItisbothloldJrarr'i1'¡ndtoletantoi
luwteiative hr¡rrrdrtlr. Scorirng anil rcr-uglrqg rf the s'-uthce ¡f tire i-ood are indicuiiuns nf feedingb,',* suu.toûtJl.er{

grainbeeiles. V'4:enibr.rrrlùnåtnassof,.¡.hslegrain, itsllreseilceinúicate:rthuieitirerillegrainviasir¡¡trferieatÍier
b1' other g¡atrivorr-rus ûisetts or the gÌsrllursE cotrtüns broken g¡rin rzeed ¡vrds, rJì¡st or othertypes ':f dor:krge.

br,;ause tlúr: fulseci. s[-reÊiÊs 11úrrs nr:i ieei on undr:nrg':d graitr. Hra'1,1 u:J'estution ut'furn-slored gla:r1 pa:ti,:r.r1u!'i'

oats. mry cause heutilg. lulasses of Lreetle¡ uav riúgrate tc' the l:r.¡ik sr¡thr:e alrove the hot spot. The ar*-rlf tends tn

buzeryar:li.¡e,br,rtrarefu-flies. Tireuactr',rt5,-tendstohegreaieslinthee.¡ening.

d¡¡kbn'¡,,n

rlinr, necL::Iueld witli 2 d;ep gror-næs

2.5 - 3.5 rtun lor'¿

grarn uril guin prr:dur:ts
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I,ESSER GR.{TN BTRNR
WæWtlnilonÍnÌrø

COLOR:

SHA,PE:

SIÆ:

FLYING:

FOÛDS:

2.ü - 3 il nun l.rrt¡

TËJ

w'li.':'le ]ierruls

RAFIGE FOR DEVTLOFMENT: 1?'--j9oC

2i -itlt; R.H.

OFIIMIIMCONDITIOITS: ::-340i1

r-ì rrtlo.¿. F LI iU - LUJO !'!.I] +
i ,'4

$Jthor-rghihulessergi,r::i1:orerirrr,u;i',ri':r-urrJLnsl':re,l-grainLnr,Jurr:d4iilr¡tsbu':rif'-rrultl inilgþtttups,ìirr:eiti5
agoorltìi':r'.ihet':isuriugerihaitan¿Ci:rnflfaitr:r-ruldbeu:fesiedbiir.-rser:tsrnig¡atrrgûotntheT-Trriter{lìlet,es. Itr:r

inpotirrt to deter:t ih¿se in¡e':ts h¿ca.l¡se tJreii ¿rs vnong the mo;t voraciuus af pes'r,s atiacl,rng siored prr-rduci.

Boththe adrdl ¡fldlatïae ivill ealtlu¡ugh akernel le'r'¡ing onlythe shelelon ¡f th¿ keni¿l'oelud. Their ¿re uiso

lbie trr surrive oa u¡hesl as lLìff as ].J!rò tu,;. sa thry curnol.he ':oniroüed 
l:y sirn¡r[ih.a',rngilry gu*
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I}üDIAN ME4t MÛTÏI
fuùinfu*erywæHh

COLOR:

SHAPE:

Slffi:
FLYING:

FOODS:

outer for r u.ings : brrrru',r; ime r wirqs : gf lr lo'tll'-¡ rv

cl':sed ra'irq.: .9 - 1¡l rnni:'¡¡inß s¡an: 14 - lLì nun

aÀfis rl¡ ,r.oi itetl

RANGEFORDEVE OPMENT: l'?- jj"C

2J - çJi/, R.H.

OPTIMIJM CONDITIONS: 1n - l!'t._,

?tl% R.H.

Thear{r.dlsdorrotcaused:ffirgetut,hestrre*grainbecar-lseiheirr'lur¡rrtf'eer'latrrj¡rrs¡irorr-litail. H,luÍr'¡':rsever':
rlanruge ,;¡:r be ,:1on¿ bv ihe k-ae. Ttre lü-¡ee u¡ill ttLo.¡e ilulrugh cerenls u¡nitminafung ihe:a',1'it.tr uietrbing ar:.cl

Èass, inrereelsifieyi'eedpteferetrtialllr,:ntheeml:ryo. h.lsil:eforepr.lpaiio4 la.nraepass[ucrrghu'warrderitj
phas*, sp:rrnirrg mure süt tlueads u.lich in Lre,r"y trt'rstatiotis catt fc't:n ',I.eb1.::trg cumplu'r.al'i ,;ovedng protiucv

sudhi:e. Some st¡il:ns r.¡ltr'ie¡ cet'tain ian¡reratu:e üúrrdiliüfls crr g': tfunugþ a pre-pupal ciçi.r;se phase ',vhichis
puticulul¡i drfrrrull to conknl ç'iifi j¡rsechcides urr{ mote so, fi.rmrgants.
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COLOR

SH.{,PE:

SIZE:

FLYING:

FOREIGN GRA.IN BEETI,E
Afin*vrusøÃ'ewm

b¡o',r.n

2.ll - i ll nun lor,g

'y'r¡

FOIDS: darnp urrd:rnldy g'rr-'u, ælttuJ l'':tgt

RÁl.lGE FOR DEYH,OPMEIT,IT: ij_5-_10 "Ç

OPTIMI.Ní CONDITIONS:

óu - lütr/- R.H.

:'l îù,jf{

8-5 - l2gl, R.H.

The presetrce 'rf llús uuect in t'u:n-storet'1 grzurr is tuken as a war:ùrg that the gtum is begt-nrng to spoil rintl ber:ntne

moldy. IiisÊer-ruunifiirssor:iuledu¡ilhhr-rtspotsurfa¡m-str.rredgrain. éJlhur.lghptinadiraÈ.itrgirornr-ts species.it

olsol-eedsonr¡ui,:usotheri'ùods,especiuilirrfiheTareúunpmr{moLþ. Theforeign'grnbeetlecanbeseparaterl
Èom tlie n:st¡l grur be *tJe, u"rth +'hr,:h ii is fl e quentllr' uss,:r:iate{ bJ, its larger slce, 1es s flattrne ú b ':dy, trrr1 tl're

plessnceof,:s::rglebh.rrrt.totthonrachrpi';,:icomeroftheprc,thorax "+quicku.rrrleasr¡¡:ig[hodfbrirlentr{ringihe
tbreigt: graur b eetie Èo:u tlre rusirl' girin b e e1.ls is f¡r pitce the insects ur a gias s rloüÛiirrÈr. Foreig¡r gtun be ei.les are

rl:le Lo ulirub the rvalls rrf glass contdners,',r.hile rust¡r grainl:eei.les cm::¡i. The l'oreigt: grun'neeile is alsu a sitntrg

tÏe4 whicl: embles it to rtro-,'s free$ iiom gra.nuy i.o ËtËllüJr.
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GR,AINMITE
/corî¿sd¡u

s¿lute

SflA,PE: *'bul'rr, si'od legs

SItr: < 1llüll rrLic¡rrru

FLYING: þlc'

F0ODS: dtrir*pd seed gentq Ëlso fuïgl

ßÁNGEFORDEVE OPMEI'IT: :-5-¡l"C
> 6:,{, R.H

OFTIMTJM CONDITIONS:

It'liter:urr'¡i-uii:rl:andabnutthesiseoiapuÍlerd Theltfetd¡n¡tcrtúfor.LdrrsrJùhilsf'lnr.u,grur:-seerlscrb'.rlhsLrr
r-rn ihe fr;rgj tJ:at deuelop on these products. Because ¡-rf ttreû sr-rtl s.hu ihey rire îery s¿nsitle tu ihe moisl.ue
r:onlent ufilre gr-aur Thrrefhre. itis mnsilikelirto findrmtes ûü gÍüjnihrtis tur.lgh or r{r:mp. A mrte ini'¿staii¡rrl'¡ril
kjll seeds, redr:ce geunìnalion und reCr.rce the ttiilling quality of g:uns. ThÈ prüduct wrll oft¿n acquire a. rrurrtv od;:r.

Frurrigdion rnat tre ùreff¿r:tir.e bec¿r.rse of the r¡nusr:al rhilit¡'r nf some s1:ecies of ruites to sru.¡ive r.urder ar.lvetse

uonr{iiinnsbitgoingir:totl:5ry0p'alsluge. Antri'eÍtatiLrncü1beu'onirnll¿deiil:erb;u'i,urnrngthegainse,,'erol tirnes

orh¡ldti'ingthegûin. ln','rinler,mihscanbeconkoiledbi;coolilgtiregrerr.Ltu-T"l-:.

#

t¿
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GROT]NI} BEETI,E
t¿Ì+g,nnxtffi,;tæ

COLOR

SHAPE:

SIÆ:

FLYING:

FOODS:

bhck aruJ shin¡

lnnr s¡J cl¡rlrì¡t"'b*'*---'*-'

up to -ì13 krlrilLrilâ

'f¿s

d¡ not t'eetl on siored gm:-'r

RANGE FOR DEVETÛPMENTI

OPIIMLI¡/I C OND ITI ONS :

Tl¡rs h';,:tle is r.rsr-i¡li!¡ bhck und slù:y nr dnrk bui. s'rmeti$r'1s is l:rig,krt!,r col'Jred. fjar¿l:ids ar': geretdlir t'nr.n¡l 'jrr
the gar-lrr.r1 beireath Lrbjccis: srlrna ÈíÊ fbr;nr{ un 'regeialiotr urtlil-r'vers. Their ¿re ¿ble to fly ::ntl r;onr,rntd¡r tþ
ir:wards üghi.

It{r-rst Lrlher rpecies of grntrnúbeetles rre notttutrsl Éndlud¿ dr.rringlhe r{a1t. Tkre¡rr',.r1lrunrr¡ridl.l'*'lien 'jishul:nrl
buiseklomfly. Thesebeeiles arepreCaiors antlt'eedotrrriherpu:rts suchrsLJrpsyLtlothlur-iue, carrferr;ronns an,:l

cufu¡r:tms. füerefr-rre, the1, ¡1s nr: dangerto si.ùTed grflin. ïhe1r a:e sûmetifies ihunci:nfreshl¡u'hwesterJ graur

buuar"¡se ther¡ ,;otne rvith the srùin frorn the field Ì'io +,:tiun t:teds to be tuken if thtse b¿¿tles ,ue foutrd ir: tlLe r*rui

Al0



ffiffi-ffiHwH
Ladybird

heetle

Sar+toothed Lesser
grain grain

beetle borer

Red Rice Foreign RustY

JJ,i[ *'*¡¡ fl::i, ;;:1t

Atl



Indian mealmoth larva

Red flour beetle larua

Lesser grain borer larva

Sav¡'toothed grain beetle larva

Rusty grain beetle larva

Ar2



RUSTY or FOREIGN Grain Beetle?
These two insects look much the same, but their presence usualiy indicates very

diferent problems. The Rusty grain beetle is a grain feeder. Both the lan'ae and the adults
attack kernels of grain and cause damage. It is a common pest in farm _eranaries and storage
elevators in Canada, and on the prairies it is rated as the most troublesome of the pests that
attack stored grain. When this insect is present, you have a problem that must be controlled.

The Foreign grain beetle is a fungus feeder. The insect feeds on molds on damp grain.
It is usually fcund in moist, moldy grain, Although it can damage the germ of kernels if the
relative humidity is over 65%o, grun injury by this pest is not severe enough to cause
economic loss. W-hen this insect is present, you have a moisture problem as opposed to an
insect probiem.

D i stinguishin-e the Ti.vo :

To an entomologist, the Foreign grain beetle can be distinguished from the Rusty grain
beetle by its club-shaped antennae. A more practical method for deciding r.vhich insect you
have is to place the insects into a glass jar. The Foreign grain beetle can climb the sides of
a glass jar, but the Rusty grain beetle cannot.

Rusty Grain Beetle Foreign Grain Beetle

Damage caused by Rusty grain beetles:

Note that the insects physically damage the wheat kernels by chewing holes. Also note that
the wheat kernels are free of damase from molds.

413



Damage caused by Foreign grain beetles.

Note that the wheat kernels are covered bv mold Frowth. The insects feed on the mold rather
than the kernels.

Æt4
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IIïSECT $AMFLIF{G T,TCATITN

The most tikely location for an insect infestation to occur is in the center of the bin,

near the s¡rrface. This is ilue to the insects congregating in the warmest region

within the Eain bulk. If the Eain has heen in storage for as much as twu months

orlonger, the most criticallocationto sample is the center of the bi4 atthe

surface and I m belowthe surface.

Hmiæver, if the grain has only recently heen placed into storage, it is rrnlikely to

have formed a pocket of waun grain. ff the grain has recently heen placeil into

storage, take sanrples atross the entire bin atthe $rface and I mbelñsthe

sr¡rface of the grain.

If the hin has been filled to the peak, take samples from the top center of the hin

(surface and I m ùeepi and from the auger hole.
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There are trvo rclatively fasto easy and economical samplÍng methods

$ùiù can be used to detect live Ínsects:

1" Grain Trier
The first method, known as the gnin frier method, consisls of forcing a sunpling h.rbe into the gnin
bulk and rmroving a sample of ihe gran. The grarn sample s thm careffi esamined for the præence

of ínsects. The trsæts æn be sryartd from the grarn eitha'by sieuing lhe sample or using the Bedese

fi:rmel m*hod.

2. Probe Trap
The second samplíng method, known æ the probe üap method, csnsists of plaarg a hollou¡, cylindrical

tube into the gnur bulk, The tube has holes to allorr insecfs to crawl in, but prerrarts than from gettiûg

oul. The hap is lefr ur the grain for ss¡ral days, then taken out and the insects countd. Grain does

not usr:ally get into the trap, so it is not recessary to separate insects from grain æ in the meihod

dæcribed above.
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GR.A.TN FR.TBE TR,4.P
Aprube, æ shmun to the lefi, isptslædintn the
gain. Theprobe b ahnlluw,plastfu t¡ùewith
dsfi¡rrfr'ard -slnpedhohs. The üÈe is rymximately
2.5 cm in diarueter with 4proxinately 2.8 mm
tliameter holes. I-userb üffie thrtngh tlæ grain,

enter tlæ perforatiorn in thÉ trq, artd fall int¡ a
colleutingvial at thB bottnm of the trap.

Hnbe taps are ueful for deiectitg iruect
ínfestatioru berause tlæy can be bft in tl'Ê graÍn

for sereral ihp, catchirE insects ùrm a Iarger

area than otler sanpling nethsds.

For cylüdricalbiru, oræ trq pla'ced I m deep in the
top center of the binwillhe sufïbient.

Hube trqs arc mainly r¡seil for cenal grafuu. It ir
nnt usefi¡l for carmhberause ifte srnall carnla

seeils plug the hlss. The hnles may also hemme
plugged if tlere arc a lot of srnallr+eetl æerls in tle
grain.

ffiïffi ,.:.:

,.:.:
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ilqSECT' DET'ECT'TTN SIEVING METTTTD

Deteutfurg iusetrts in æreals:

Scrcen surfæe sanples using a No. I0 siet¡E (2.0-mm 4erturei. Use a sæplingprube to

obtain rleep sanples. lliarm tlæ siftirgs for a feri' minutes urder a lþþthttb and then examiræ

them for insect nrsement.

Deterting insects in oilseeds:

Screen surfæe sanples usiïg a No. 20 sier/e (11.85-mn 4erüue). Use a sarnplingprube to

obtain d4 sanphs. Warm the sifiings for a few minutes ruder a lþhtbuÞ and then examirn

tltem for irsect nwvemenL

Detecting mites:

Sift grain or oiheed sanples thxough a No. 20 or 30 nesh sieve ([.595-mm aperture). Warm

tfte ùuli and screenings t¡ mom tenperature a¡rd emmine ttæm through a mgnifying gläss.

Large urunbers of ¡nites in sifü¡r5 lnok Iike clunps of ruvhg {h$t. Srmller nurubers that look

like specks of dust art had t¡ see.
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BERLESE FUNNEL
ThB Berlese fi¡nnel nÊtlmd of separatirg iruects fron grain is based on tle fæt that i¡rsects

rurve ¿rñ¡aï fromestrene heat.

A sþlc qpar:atrs likt tlte one shswn cülÊ useil. Ii corsisE of ift¿

frltnriry:
,/ .___ \ År--'---"-"-\¿

e_c

A. I{eet Soure - a 60 vattbulb can be üseil. Tfc grain bnqeratn:r
shnulil reacl 7fl -750C. Conuleþ e#actionof fursectswillofun
hkgS-6hsll¡s.

B. Furuel - holls ilu grain anrl frrces tke insectu b åll inb a
Iuldürg eontai¡ær.

C. Sin¡e - a bu-nesh or 1680-nicron scrten is placed in tIæ frn¡æI
b lrolil the grein bui lei tt€ iraecb üurugh. For srnaller seeds sræh

as canoþ tlæ frur-nesh sc¡ren is toa large. Place a layer ofchal
wft¡ai in il.e botþ¡nef the frurælbefr¡e airlüg the curola.

D. Gless Conhi¡rer- ihis is usedb ÌtoliliÌÉ iruccbwftenilæycorne
outof ilre g:uin.

E Grail Serryln - grein sanEb wiih in*cÈ.

f. fubbürg åftolol- kills tÌe iuecÈ,prurrcntÍng ilæir esc4e. tse e
ndxhæ of l/2raÞr a¡d l/2 alcohol t prnæui rqid ew4onthn.
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To rornplete the roruultaiion, J¡ru s,ill neeil to sanple tIrc gain io uhtain tlre follou,irq

infonuation. To obtain aprinted copy of this scrEert, select the menu iiem labelled 'Print

Cunent Infonnation...'.

Grain Type:

nfloisürc Content t %l f "r] seilingDate:

Foreþ rnterial Grain dffEge granary

I r*uUparticles I rrost tl
I *" particles ! mertanical I

I tp*otite

sanitation pnrious infestations

[l v*tI*ïEs

NB

Sar-t¡otfteú grain beetle

Lesser grainborur r r r ! r aeration or near-ambient pneunatic grain

Foreþ grainbeetle heated-air dryer drying equþuænt rorïveyrr

Indian meal moth

üainmite
Gmundbeeth

[l v**l* [lp'I* [l v*'I*
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APPENDD( C

Print-outs of the Sanitation Module

Screens from GSIS
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BIN SÁNITÂTION:

Ein sanitation techniques are only useful if üre bin is empty. lf your grain is already in the

bin, the informalion below can be used far future storage years.

The main purpose of bin sanitation is to eliminate üre possibility ol contaminalion frsm a

previous years' grain residues. A lhorough cleaning of the walls, ceiling and floor r+ill

remove most existing infestatians. All cracks, crevices and csrners should be carefully
examined and cleaned. A broom and shovelwill do the job, hourever, you mäyu¡antls use

a shoprrae

ln cases where there is an existing ínfestation in the grain residues, it may be advisable ts
treat the walls, criling and floor with a contact insecticide such as malaürion.

i+ r€t:¡q'å¡¿l'+stttg'iå+Tå" 5r"åe*{ ü',}"ie t+påc u;,å";i*;,u' tË"riråi:t

fl¡'r*r:r ÊEc+ r¡:*¡ua at Égl* É*B¡ +i ÈËa+ si:'n't*¡r,
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BIN [ilÂIhITENANCE:

Bin maintenanæ H¡n be very beneficialfor pteventing both moisture entry and insect entry
into the storage bin.

Holes in the roof should be fixed to prevent moislure entry into the bin. Corners and
crevice s should be eliminated if possible because these are ideal spots for residue
build-up.

Small, visible openings in bin walls can be closed with silicon caulking.

-á-^ 
="å,r*r, ittil^*n*'*i',i*s ¡.¿5a+4 :il"r¿ in:r!=n. .*-å'-¡--.:r,,. r.Ê-"t.i^så1, t!,€i'+'¿liÀUf.ÉlU.Éii[¿IJÃÉq 3{iEi-;L [.;.EE LiJ=írirì-'i-På _Tu:.¡LE t:iUrL.ç

f**-*- +E*
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GENERAL SANI'TATION:

Propersanilation is also importantoutside of the storage bin. Long gtass and otherdebris
offer harborages for insects. Grass should be cut and debris cleaned up.

The most important insect harborage is spilled grain. Therefore, it is vital$at all spilled
grain be cleaned up, lf itis difficultto clean up, spilled grain should be eitherburied or
treated Hith insedicide.

T--. ."='.'.'" i**í'^*"--**^* ",.,1,','+ å5-,^ *..=.i., *.í.' ..t,ttn ,.En.=å^,tårJ Þ¡.tri$ j-å¡-ùUrÀ¿d.¡{{.¡.i}åiåq 9{åEt.d l.{åtr Éüiilr*. rirl:. .i lJ¡.¡j. tiÉ1JÉ¿-.Ð

#*^*-" +?'.- rtÉ4Ê!!n n4 *B¡= *+:: =rå' tl-l=-- .- =-=^..,"l-l-L¡-El!. 4lt< !,Ê=r_.iÉ.ÊË. ¡1Ê É-ét5j srr_¡!.3 LÞa É_¡qf !.-¿.:E:i:
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MALûTHION USE:

Malathion is used eiü¡er as a preventive insecticide orfor contolling established

infestations. Malathion can be applied to the walls, ceiling and floor of empty hins. l96
malathion remains active for only a couple days on concrete and and up to E months on

wsod and steel.
The following example shovrs horv to mix 5L of 196 malathion:

Halathion = 5L x 196 desired ¡ 50 Pd adive ingredient of emulsionl

= 0.1 L concentrate
Water = 5L - 0.1 [L of emulsionJ

=4.9L
As a general rule for covering floots or ualls, apply the spray at 5Ul0[l sq. metet [l gaU

I tlt0 sq. ftf
Obse¡ve these safety precautions:

- use â protective maskwith approved filters when applying insecticide inside enclosed

åfeas
- $rear protedive clothing, hard hat goggles, ruhberwtrk boots and gluves during
preparation and spraying
- application should be done on calm days. Leave the granary closed for a couple of days.

?c, rrå*,,i, fu:-ecrua*#+rå* âÈìe+t tiee ;i+pår: +ã';i+tu cÈ:+åct

flr+¡er tEre ¡ra*-¡l¡-l at {ãl* åcrç ¿¡l {åtel sr-t++¡¡.
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Convection Currents

Temperature differences can cause moisture to move from warmer to colder areas of
the bin. As autumn turns to winter, the ambient air temperature drops, causing the edges of
the grain bulk to cool. As shown in Figure 1, the cool air travels downward along the edges

of the bin and turns inward. As it approaches the centre of the grain bulk, it warms and starts

to rise. As the warm air approaches the cold grain near the surface, it cools producing a

region of increased moisture content near the surface where rapid spoilage can occur.

Crusting on the surface of stored grain is a cornmon symptom of moisture migration. In
summer, it is possible to get moisture migration in the opposite direction if the outside

temperature is warmer than the grain (Figure 2).

Figure I
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Significant migration can occur in cereal grains at moisture contents as low as 12 per

cent or oilseeds as low as 8 per cent if they are placed into storage at a high temperature and

not cooled.
Larger storage bins and greater differences between g¡ain and ambient temperature

cause more moisture migration. In western Canada, wide ambient air temperature variations
necessitate the use of aeration systems, particularly for large storage bins (100 m^3 or larger).
Large bins provide more opporrunity for the development of the convection currents which
cause moisture migration.
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Difference Between Aeration and Near-Ambient Drying

The purpose of aeration is to produce the lowest practical temperature and the least

temperature variation within the stored grain. The amount of air required to change the

temperature ofthe g¡ain will produce very little change in moisture content. Aeration is not

a grùL drying system and should not be considered as such'

Near-ambient drying, on the other hand, uses the dryrng potential of surrounding air

to remove moisture from the grain Some of the moisture in the grain evaporates and is

removed by the air. Near-arnbient drying is a race to get the grain dried before it spoils. The

key to success is to move the drying zone th¡ough the top of the grain mass within the

allowable storage time.

AIRFLOW RATES
The airflow rates for aeration are normally one to two litres of air per second per

cubic metre ll-2 (Lls)lnf3l. With an airflow rate of 1 (L/s)/m^3 about 150 - 200 hours of
fan operation are needed to change the temperature throughout the bin. With an airflow rate

of 2 (L/s)/m^3, it takes only half as long. It is essential for the fan to be operated long enough

to equalizs the temperature throughout the entire bin. The temperature of the grain must be

checked to see when cooling is completed. Recommended monitoring points are shown

below.

â} PLAN VIEW
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The ai¡flow rates for near-ambient drying are usually much higher than 1 or 2

(L/s)/m^3. At higher moisture contents and temperatures, the allowable time for drying is

reduced. Wetter gain, therefore, requires higher airflow rates to accomplish drying within
the allowable storage time, At higher temperatures, the grain deteriorates faster so higher

airflow rates are required to complete drying before the grain spoils. The required airflow
rates for various moisture contents and harvest dates are given below.

AIRFLOW RATES...

Grain which is located at the top of the bin is likely to spoil first since it is the last to
dry. The more air that is delivered, the quicker the drying zone moves through the grain and

the shorter the time that the top layer is at risk. The fan should be operated continuously until
the drying zone moves tkough the top of the grain or the temperature drops low enough for

safe storage. The bottom layer of grain overdries in dry weather and re-wets in darnp

weather. However, as re-wetting occurs at the bottorn, the drying zone continues to move

upward. The rate ofre-wetting is slower than the dryrng rate so a few days of fan operation

in wet weather will not seriously affect the overall dtnng rate. Also, the grain is kept cool

by the air moving through it, which increases the allowable storage time.
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Near-Ambient Drying Considerations

Near-ambient drying involves moving large quantities of air at moderately high
pressures, so the selection and matching of equipment is extremely important. Minimizing
ai¡ losses and pressure drops in the components is a prime consideration.

PERFORATED FLOORING

There are fwo main types of perforated flooring material available. They are

commonly referred to as cereal and canola flooring. The cereal flooring has larger openings

and is able to pass more air without a significant pressure drop.
Partially perforated floors are sometimes used in near-ambient drying facilities. There

are several disadvantages to using anything less than a fully perforated floor. There is a
higher pressure requirement with a partial floor, which means a larger fan size is needed.

Field tests have shown that if 40 per cent of the total area is perforated flooring, 10 per cent
more fan power is required; rf 25 per cent of the total area is perforated flooring, 30 per cent

more fan power is required. The time required to complete dryrng is substantially increased

if a partially perforated floor is used. Depending on the layout and the amount of perforated
flooring, a partial floor may require 25 to 100 per cent more fan operating time because of
the non-uniform airflow produced. This means that ahigher airflow rate needs to be used to
compensate for the non-uniformity of the airflow patterns, which in turn means a higher fan
power requirønent. In most cases the money spent on the extra purchase and operating costs

of the fan would be better spent on providing a flrlly perforated floor. If a partially perforated
floor is used for near-ambient drying, the perforated floor area should be at least 40 per cent

of the total, and the airflow rates must be increased.

BIN FILLING
There is a great temptation to leave the grain peaked up in the centre of the bin

because ofthe extra work involved in levelling, and to gain the additional storage space under
the roof cone. This does, however, substantially extend the time required to finish drying, and
in some cases may rerult in grain spoilage near the top of the cone. The figure below shows
the increased volume of grain and the increased dryrng times required as determined in one
field test. A seven per cent increase in gain volume increased the drying time by 50 per cent,

a¡d a 10 per cent increase it gaitt volume increased the required drying time by 80 per cent.
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GRAIN SPREADERS AND FINES
Fine material and broken grain increases airflow resistance, which reduces total

airflow. Screening this material out will speed up the dryrng process. Since the fines tend to
accumulate in the centre ofthe bin, unloading some grain from the centre when the bin is fulI
will make the airflow more uniform.

Keeping the grain level will also help to promote uniform airflow. Grain spreading

devices can be used to distribute the grain, but some additional hand levelling may still be

needed. The use of a grain spreader helps to distribute the fines throughout the bin but also

packs the grain, thus increasing the resistance to airflow and increasing drying time.
If a spreader is not used, some grain should be removed from the centre of the bin

after filling. This reduces the amount of grain to be moved while levelling, and removes some

of the fine material.
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Selecting a Near-Ambient Drying System

Ifyou do not have a near-ambient drying system, there is a program which can help

you choose the right size of fan for your specific bin. Although this progam is not part of
the expert systenq it has been included because it is a useful tool for the design of
near-ambient drying systems. The program is called'GRAfN89'.

We recognize that 'GRAIN89'lacks user-friendliness. There is a brief description of
the program in the manual for GSIS. However, if this brief description is inadequate, a

complete manual has been written for GRAIN89. Contact Dr. Bill Muir [(204) 474-9660]
at the Department of Biosystems Engineering, University of Manitoba for a copy of the

GRAINS9 manual.

GRAINs9
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Resistance of Insects to Insecticides

A major factor limiting the successful use of chemicals for insect control is the
emergence of insect strains that possess the ability to detoxify or counter insecticides. The
intensive and widespread use of insecticides is one of the main factors contributing to
insecticide resistance. Furthermore, misuse of insecticides and failure to apply them in
conjunction with other control measures such as sanitation has intensified the problem.

Insects have developed resistance to contact insecticides more rapidly and to a gteater

extent than to fumigants. Perhaps this is because contact insecticides, being less expensive

and easier to apply than fumigants, are more widely used.

The transport of infested foods in infested vehicles and ships has undoubtedly
contributed to the spread of insecticide-resistant strains tkoughout the world.

The survival of insects following an insecticide treatment may be the first indication
of a resistance problem.

When a problem of insect resistance has been identified, an alternative pest-control
method must be applied.
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Mycotoxins

Mycotoxins are fungal products that are poisonous to most farm animals and humans.

fupergillus and Penicülium growing on stored grains and oilseeds produce mycotoxins under
favourable conditions oftemperature and moisture. Mycotoxins have occasionally been found
in areas of Canada where high humidþ prevails.

When they occur, highly toxic mycotoxins are usually present at low concentrations
detectable only by lengthy and complex chemical analyses. The health of farm animals can

be affected at the parts per million level, or less. Animals feeding on moldy grain and feeds
may show reduced mobility and productivity or, in extreme cases, may die. Farmers
suspecting mycotoxin poisoning should their local veterinarian.

Stored grains and oilseeds often become contaminated with blue-green Penicillium
molds and Aspergülus versicolor through accidental dampening or faulty storage, and

mycotoxin-producing strains of these fungr may develop. Contamination by the mycotoxins
ochratoxin A, citrinirl and sterigmatocystin has been observed in crops stored damp and, from
limited experimental information" appears to follow a specific risk pattern:

low risk: oats, FfY320 wheat, hard red spring wheat, Z-row barley
moderate risk. corn, 6-row barley
high risk amber durum wheat

During periods of high rainfall, field fungi ofthe Fusarium type have infected standing
wheat, $ving rise to the development of a disease called fusarium head blight, which can

produce low levels of trichothecene mycotoxins. It is not advisable to feed grain that is
suspected of being contaminated by mycotoxins to animals, especially swine and poultry.
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The Toxicity of Pesticides to Man

With few exceptions, pesticides must be toxic to living organisms to be effective.
They are specifically designed to be toxic to those organisms man considers pests. In many
respects, however, living organisms are not all that different; they share many basic common
features. A substance that is toxic to one species may also be harmful to another, including
man. Pesticides are poisons; they are poisonous to pests and they may be poisonous to man.

There are two ways in which exposure to pesticides may cause illness or even death.
A person may be exposed to a single large dose of a pesticide. This is an acute exposure; the
degree to which a pesticide is poisonous as a result of acute exposure to it is referred to as

its acute toxicity. A person may also be exposed to smaller doses of a pesticide repeatedly
over a period of time, which may be weeks, months, or even years. This is called chronic
exposure, and the corresponding ability ofthe pesticide to cause harmful effects is its chronic
toxicity.

INSECTICIDES

Approved insecticides are selected largely on the basis of the following:

- low toxicity to mammals and high toxicþ to insects

- freedom from taint or odour on food
- nonpersistent environmental effects
- safe, economical, and easy use

- presence of negligible residues or toxic products in food

Some insecticides do not meet all of these requirements in all circumstances. For
example, oilseeds absorb contact insecticides from treated ganary surfaces. Therefore, avoid
treating granaries in which oilseeds are to be stored.

Grain treatment with malathion is not recommended, however, premium-grade malathion can

be used for long-term protection. There are certain precautions which emphasize the fact that
contact insecticides are poisons:

- chemical odours may be produced if insecticides are applied at rates in excess of those
recommended
- insecticide-treated grain should not be sold for 7 days

- insecticide-treated g¡ain should not be used for feed for 60 days after treatment

The Canadian Grain Commission does not recommend the use of grain protectants for the
following reasons:
- insect problems may not arise
- alternative control measures, such as aeration or grain movement, a¡e available

- chemical residues remain in the grain
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FTJMIGANTS

Fumigants generate toxic gases that are used to control insects in stored g¡ain. They

are available for farm use only as solid formulations. Fumigants a¡e also toxic to humans and

farm animals and, therefore, should be applied onty by trained people. Avoid inhaling the

vapours, and follow the directions on the container.

Cautions for fumigators

When using fumigants, follow the directions on the label closely and especially take

the following precautions :

- Aiways wear a fi.rll-face gas mask either when applyrng fumigant to binned grain or to grain

during augering or when entering a fumigated bin. Respirators are ineffective on bearded men

because a tight seal cannot be made around the face.

- Always fit a new canister in your gas mask before starting fumigation. Use the type of
canister recommended for phosphine gas. A canister does not protect people exposed to

heavy concentrations inside buüdings (for gas levels above 2o/o in air) and does not supply

oxygen.
- Always work with at least one other person.

- Wear rubber gloves, coveralls, and a hard hat.

- If an individual shows symptoms of overexposure to a fumigant, move that person to fresh

air and call a doctor immediately. Symptoms of fumigant poisoning are dizziness, blurring

ofvision, vomiting, and abdominal pain

- After applying the fumigant to a granary, nail or lock the doors, seal ventilators, and post

warning signs on the door.
- After I weeþ open the ventilators, but do not enter until the granary has been checked for

fumigant with a gas detector tube. Because fumigated grain can take several weeks to aerate

during cold weather, check for residual gas with gas detector tubes from outside the bin

before entry and inside during any prolonged period of work in the bin.

- Do not feed fumigated grain to livestock unless the grain has been shown to be gas free by

detector tubes or other analyses.

- Always consider wind direction. If there is a dwelling or livestock close to and downwind

from the structure to be fumigated, postpone fumigation until the wind zubsides or changes

direction.
- Do not fumigate when winds are strong.

- For your safety, position yourself upwind during application of fumigant to g¡ain being

augered into a bin. Avoid standing downwind from a bin under fumigation.

- Phosphine gas may react with certain metals, especially copper, brass, silver, and gold to

cause corïosion at high temperatures and humidity Take precautions to remove or protect

equipment containing these metals, such as electric motors, wiring, and electronic systems.
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Prevention of Infestations

INSECTS

To prevent and control infestations we need to know where and when insects occur.

Surveys have shown that most empty granaries are infested with low numbers of insects and

mites. Animal feeds, trucks, and farm machinery are other sources of insect infestations.

Some insects can fly as well as wallq which increases their ability to infest stored crops. Take

the following measures before the crop is harvested to prevent infestation and spoilage during

storage.

- Keep dockage to a minimum by controlling weeds in the growing crop; insects do not

multiply extensively in stored crops that contain low amounts of dockage.

- Clean granaries preferably with a vacuum cleaner; burn or bury the sweepings.

- Repair and weatherproof granaries before filling with grains or oilseeds.

- Do not ailow waste grain or feed to accumulate either inside or outside storage structures.

- Eliminate grass and weeds around granaries.

- Do not store crops in bins next to animal feeds that are likely to be infested.

- Spray the walls and floor of empty granaries with an approved insecticide about I week

before crop storage.
- Examine grains and oilseeds that have been binned tough every 2 weeks: (1) push your

hand into the zurface at various points to feel for warmth or crusts; and (2) insert a metal rod

into the bulk to test for heating at various depths; after at least 15 mir¡ preferably 60 min,

withdraw the metal rod and test for warmth on the wrist or palm of the hand.

- Store new grains or oilseeds only in clean, empty bins; bins that contain old grain might be

i¡fested.
- Try and sell for feed your high-moisture grains fust.
- Remember that cool, dry grains or oilseeds seldom spoil.

MITES

Mite infestations can be prevented and or controlled by the following procedures:

- Keep the moisture content of cereal grain below T2%;o and that of canola below 8olo.

- Transfer the grain or oilseed to an empty bin to break up moist pockets, or chill cereal grain

of 15 - l6olo moisture content with forced air movement during winter.

STORAGE FLINGI

To prevent storage mold activity, grve particular attention to the moisture and

temperature of the bulk at binning, especially in unaerated bins. Monitor bulk temperatures

at i- or 2-week intervals. Dry high-moistr-re and cool high-temperature gains or oilseeds by

aeration. Use spreaders to disperse throughout the bulk: small, broker¡ and shrivelled
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kernels, weed seeds; chaff; and straw. Remember that the increased bulk density in the bin

much reduces the rate of forced airflow through the bulk. Remove windblown snow before

it melts and provides a focus for mold development. To control heating or spoilage in

progress, move the bulk to cool it and break up high-moisture pockets. Alternatively, aerate

or dry the bulk. Have someone with you when climbing into or onto granaries. Wear a

protective mask to prevent inhalation of mold spores either when breaking up a moldy crust

within a bin or when handling spoiled grains or oilseeds.
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Why Are lnsects Not Tolerated?

The Canadian climate is far from ideal for the survival of stored-product insects. If
it were not for large warm grain bulks, insects would find it very difrcult to survive the cold

winters. In this respect, therefore, insects are not as serious athreat in Canada as they are in

many other countries. At the same time, Canada is one of the few countries which has a

zero-tolerance policy towards insects. This means that grain cannot be sold or delivered to
an elevator if 1 live g¡ain-feeding insect is found. If a live grain-feeding insect is found, the

grain must fust be fumigated.
Canadahas implemented and enforced this law largely because it gives Canadian grain

an advantage on world commodity markets. Canadian grain is renown world-wide for its high

quality and because it is usually free of insects and insecticide residues. Export customers

expect that Canadian grain will always be insect-free. It would only take I ot 2 infested

shipments to tarnish the reputation of Canadian grain. We would then lose our special status

on world markets. To prevent this from happening, we must all work together to ensure that

insects do not enter the Canadian grain system.
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SPOUTLINES

You may find that small dockage particles such as weed seeds and broken parts of
kernels are in your grain. When grain bins are loaded by dropping the grain from the top
centre of the grain bin, these small particles or fines tend to accumulate in the centre of the

bin, forming a core from top to bottom. Because the fines are smaller than whole grain

kernels, they pack together more closely, forming a region of high bulk density. The presence

of a spoutline of small dockage particles can be a contributing factor to the development of
both fungal and insect infestations.

Fungal Infestation: Where grain goes into storage above its safe storage limit, fungi will
uzually develop at some time in the future. A common technique used to correct this problem

is near-ambient drying. A spoutline, however, decreases the effectiveness of near-ambient

dryrng The drying air will flow around the densely packed core through the more loosely

packed clean grain. As a result, the core may not dry properly, leaving a region that is ideal

for the development of fungi.

hsect Infestation: Even when grain goes into storage dry, spoutlines can still contribute to
problems. Spoutlines are attractive to several species of stored-product insects for two
reasons: 1) small weed seeds and broken kernels are a good food source andZ) small weed

seeds usually have elevated moisfr¡re contents which are good for the development of insects

and mites. As a result, insects and mites may populate the spoutlines. fu the population

increases, heat is produced and the temperature will begn to rise. It is difficult to reduce the

temperature by aeration because the cooling air has a hard time penetrating the densely

packed core. As a result, insect populations can flourish.

How do you solve the problem?

One way to prevent this core of fine foreign material from
forming is to use a spreader when filling the bin. In theory, the

spreader will distribute the fines throughout the grain bulk.

I
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Core of Foreign Material
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In cases where a spreader was not used, there are l¡/ays to deal with the existing problem.

The fi¡st action should be to determine whether a spoutline is a problem in your bin. This can

be done by probing the centre of the bin. If it is much more difficult to push the probe into

the grain in the centre of the bin, it is likely that a core of fines is present. This may be

confi.rmed by examining the contents of the sample removed.

The best way to eliminate a spoutline problem is to remove the grain from the storage bin and

clean it.
An alternative method is to remove the centre material by unloading the bin with a centre

draw unloading auger. The core material could be handled in several ways: l) fed to
livestocþ 2) sold, or 3) uniformly spread over the top surface of the grain after levelling.

* A good method of determining when the central core has been removed is to place tiszue

paper on the grain surface and observe when it passes through the unloading auger.

\ryARNING! Core removal may involve some risk to workers so be extremely careful that

no one is caught inside the bin when it is being unloaded.
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GR,AIN STORAGE INFORMATION SYSTE]IT

The Grain Storage Information System (GSIS) is a computer program (i.e. an

expert system) developed specifically for farmers and grain storage managers in western

Canada. The program has been designed to help farmers make wise grain management

decisions by eiplaining grain management principles and techniques rather than simply

dictating instructions.

1. LIMITATIONS OF THE PROGR.AM

This program is designed primarily to be a source of information for grain storage

Íunagers. The statements given should be interpreted as zuggestions rather than instructions.

RESPONSTBILITY RESTS WITH THE USER.

2. PROGRATVI OVERVIE\ry
The program works as follows.
1. You must provide the initial grain conditions.

Z. The grain storage life is calculated. The storage life of the grain is based on a

mathematical equation developed by researchers. The safe storage life is described

as the period of time before germination drops 5o/o or visible mould appears. The

storage life is based on the grain temperature and moisture content'

3. The storage life is compared with the intended storage period.

4. If the storage life is less than the intended storage period, either the grain moisture

content or grain temperature should be altered.

If the grain condition is tough, appropriate dryrng actions will be explored.

Note: A near-ambient drying simulation program is available.

If the grain condition is dry, appropriate cooling actions will be explored.

Note: An aeration simulation program is available'

5. If the storage tife is greater than the intended storage period, the grain should be safe

from fungal infestation, however, insects must still be considered.

If insects are curently present, possible control measures will be indicated.

Note: An insect identification module is available.

Even if insects a¡e not currently present, the risk of a future insect infestation

always remains. A risk factor will be presented.

6. Changes can be made to the initial grain conditions so that the user can consider the

possible effects of following several storage options.

7. Information screens are available to you throughout the consultation.
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3. SYSTEM REQI]IREMENTS

This program requires Microsoft Windows version 3.1, and at least a 386 cpu with

7Mb of disk qpace and 4MB of RAM. A math coprocessor is required to run the simulation

models.

4. INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS

GSIS is installed from DOS. krsert Disk #1 GSIS into either drive A or B. From the

DOS prompt, tlpe a:ainstall (or b.binstall) depending on which drive you are using. Follow

the instructions on the screen. You will be asked to insert the second and third disks at the

appropriate time.

5. SETTING UP A WINDOWS ICON

1. Highlight the LEVEL5 AGENT icon.

2. Select the 'File' menu from Program Manager'

3. Select the l.{ew'menu item. Choose'Progtam Item'. Click on'OK'.

4. Type the following for'DesÇription': GSIS 1.0

5. Type the following for 'command Line': c:\LSAGENT\L5RO.EXE
C:\GSIS\GSISlO.APP
6. Click'OK'.

6. START-UP INSTRUCTIONS (if aWindows icon was set up)

You can start GSIS simply by double ctcking the icon labelled GSIS 1.0 found in the

LEVEL5 AGENT Group.

7. START-IIP INSTRUCTIONS (if no V/indows icon was set up)

Ifyou did not set up an icon for GSIS, follow the start-up instructions given below.

1. Start Windows.
2. Open the LEVELs AGENT file group by double clicking your mouse.

3. Double click the icon labelled "LEVEL5 AGENT".
4. To start GSIS, you must select the "gsis" directory by double clicking on it.

5. Select the file "gsislO.app" and click "ok". Sit back and wait for the program to start.
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8. DA.TA REQUTREMENTS FOR GSIS

During the course of a consultation, you will be asked to provide the information
illustrated in the following figure. A¡swer carefully, because the accuracy of suggestions
depends on the accuracy ofyour responses.

9. PROGRAM DESCRIPTION

This program relies on the mouse for selecting appropriate answers and advancing
from screen to screen. You can advance from screen to screen either by selecting buttons on
the cunent screen or by selecting appropriate choices from the menus at the top of the screen.

Once the program has started, you will see the title display with the names and

telephone numbers of the contact people. Continue by selecting the button labelled

'CONTIN[IE...'. After viewing the progtam limitations, the program overview will be

presented. You can use the affow buttons on the right-hand side of the screen to scroll up
or down. This allows you to read the entire contents of the screen. At the bottom of the
screen are instructions for continuing. Select either l.{ew...'or R.etrieve...'from the menu

entitled'Consultation'.

To cougrleie rhe consultation, ,vcu u.ill need to sarnple the grain to obiain the follorvirg
info¡rr-ration. To obtain a printed copy of this screen. select ilw menu item l¡belled 'Prirtt
Current Infornmtion-..'.

GminTpe:

Iríoish¡¡e contenr f-----ll f=d seüiry Daie:

Foreign rmærial Grain danage granarï sanitatÍon previons infestations

[-l smallparticles |-l r*"t, |l v"r |_l y"t

[]tr*priicles Imechanical It [*
l-l +ruuting

Iruect sPecies 
bin diameterrluL fuamel€r [.-l ._"

Rnsty grainb,eetle

Red flourbeetle bin bight

Rice weesil | | nærc rmt sarryled for

Sær-toothed gain beetle
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9.1 Initial Farameters

Before the program can give advice, you must provide information on the initial

conditions of the grain and storage facility. Answer all questions carefully, then proceed to

the next screen. For some of the questions, you are allowed to select an answer of 'unknown'.

A default value will then be assigned to that parameter and an explanation will be displayed

on the screen.

The ha¡vest date and selling date are input using the calendar functions. The currently

selected date is shown in the middle of the bottom of the calendar. The month and year can

be changed using the arrows in the bottom corners. Change the day by selecting another

number with the mouse. (Warning messages will be given if you select inappropriate dates.)

You wül have to use the keþoard to enter the bin dimensions. Enter the dimensions

in the current units (displayed near the top of the screen).

Once you have answered all ofthe questions, a sunrmary screen will be displayed. To

get an explanation of each parameter, select the button labelled 'explain'. If you want to make

changes, select the appropriate choice from the Make Changes' menu at the top of the screen.

When you have made all the necessary changes, select the 'Finished Making Changes...' menu

item under the 'Make Changes' menu. This takes you back to the summary screen. When

satisfied with your choices, select the button labelled'ok'.

9.2 Storage Life Calculation

Earlier you specified temperature and moisture content ranges. If you know exact

values, enter them now. Select the 'Calculate Storage Life...' button. For an explanation,

choose Explain...', othenvise, select'Continue'. Based on ans\¡/ers given earlier, the program

will take you to one of three possible screens.

Note: The calculated storage life assumes constant conditions. The storage life \¡iill not be

accurate if the grain temperature or moisture content changes.

Possibility One: If you are

unsure of the airflow rate, you
can view the Recommended
Minimum Airflow
Requirements for Manitoba by
selecting the button labelled

'Airflow Rates...'. Fan control
dates can also be input by
selecting the appropriate
buttons. Once this information
is input, select the button

It ü necssstly to dttemiru the l,ogtL dtins nqcircd to ¡by ths erain.
A rimdalion ¡rogm ft:ll b¡ ú6il tt Þaks åi¡ d¡t¡oi¡.¿i¡¿

Tho :iruulatioa pmgø Equirct a sitalle aÍrIlwr¿te IGJ¡/o^3|. tr
yæ rlo rutfeel tÀe vafæ diaþod ir rppropriú' I'oo ¿e der ú albnato
våtu.. tryouwsld [ke þ viw'Rsc@@dcil ]f¡iæ AidlmRoqub€Mt¡
forMuitoba'. ¡elect the lndn labetled 'Ai¡flæRáe¡-'.

l, 
'g,!-.RdåI l- !G-l¡r,ry-^,

ThE simletion Img@ d¡o mqqims ¡0ru fu coqhd dæ¡.

l.=!s'iÃ:] t,Á.*"Ç;ãl
Once ¡m æ ratidedçiù tte ai¡0wrete' m tùe siualuio þ sele cthg tùe

ùuttu tabelled 'Neu-âñliiut GE¡n Dryine Siml¡tio¡ !/fod¿l'. IXøk-yoo for
yw¡atierue drile tf,e fog@ t@.@r
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labelled Near-ambient Grain Drying Simulation Model' to run the simulation. (The simulation

progam takes a few minutes to run so do not be concerned if it appears as though nothing

is happening. You do not need to press the button more than once.) When the simulation

stops running, select the button labelled'ok'to see the simulation results'

Possibility Two: When the
simulation stops running,
select the button labelled

Display Results...'to view the
results. The results displayed

on the screen illustrate the
effectiveness of aeration under
th¡ee different sets of fall
weather conditions. Aeration
is not simulated for a storage
period ofthree years.

Possibilify Three: When you
do not have aeration equipment
and the grain needs to be cooled,
you must rely on unventilated
cooling. During the cold winter
months, the bin wall and grain
will be cooled by conduction as

a result of the cold winter air.

This type of cooling takes place

in all bins, even if no aeration
floor is present.

9.3 Insects
If you specified that insects were present earlier in the consultation, you will now be

asked to indicate the species that is present. If you are unsure, select the button labelled

'Insect ldentification'to get help. Once you have identified the type of insect present, you

will be presented with a list of possible insect control measures. The options selected with

a checkmark are your most likely options. You can get an explanation of any option by

selecting the appropriate'Explain...' button.
Even when insects are not currently present, the potential for a future insect

infestation always exists. Cooling the grain is usually the best method to prevent an

infestation from starting or increasing.

Aeration Simulation OutPut
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9.4 Conclusions

The consultation is summarized on these final screens. Please interpret these

statements as suggestions rather than instructions.

10. INFORMATION MODULES

Although the information modules are not part of the basic program flow, they are a

very important component of GSIS. Onty a certain amount of information can be contained

in the main progarn, otherwise it would get too cluttered. The extra information is relevant

to grain storage and is included in the program.

You can view these information screens by selecting your choice from the menu

labelled'Information Modules'. Follow instructions on the screens or make a selection from

the menu at the top of the screen. If you select the menu item entitled 'Print Current

Information...', the cunent screen will be printed to the active printer (if available),

11. STMULATTON MODEL DESCRTPTTON (GRArN89)

GRAINS9 can be accessed through the INFORMATION MODULES.
l. Select'Information Module...'.
2. Select'Fan Sizing (GRAIN89)' under'General Information'.

GRAINS9 was developed previous to GSIS Only a brief description of the program is

included in this manual. The description is taken from Huminicki et al. (1986). If you would
like more information about GRAIN89, contact Dr. Bill Muir (204) 474-96601 at the

Department of Biosystems Engineering, University of Manitoba. A complete user's manual

has been written for GRAIN89.

Huminicki, D.N., C.I. Kitson, O.H. Friesen, and W.E. Muir. 1986. Computerized design of
ventilation systems for stored grain. Paper NCR-86-604. Am. Soc. Agric. Eng., St.

Josep[ MI 9 p.

The design package is controlled from the Main Menu which accesses the programs.

The programs stårt \¡iith a screen that contains all the variables that the user can modifr along

with a prompt asking which variable should be changed. If a variable is to be changed, the

corresponding letter is entered and an appropriate request for a new value is made by the

program. When all changes have been entered the user can run the program by selecting Z,

Rlrn. All input data remains at the top of the screen while program output is displayed at the

bottom ofthe screen. The user then has the choice of printing the inpuloutput informatiorq

running the program again or returning to the Main Menu to select another program. All
common input variables are transferred from program to program and need to be modified

only once.
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The Main Menu of GRAINSS lists all of the progr¿Lms available in the package. A

brief description of each of the prograrns follows.

1. Airflow Rate Recommendations

This program displays tables of recommended minimum airflow rate requirements for

unheated air drying in Manitoba. The required airflow rate depends on harvest date, harvest

moisture content, type of grain and weather conditions. The table contains airflow rates that

are expected to dry the grain by November 15th IO0, 97, 94, or 90 percent of the time

without excessive spoilage. It also contains airflow rates that would be sufficient to dry the

gain by June 1 of the following year without excessive spoilage. The "Yo of time dried in fall"

indicates the likelihood that the airflow rates would complete the drying by November 15th

without excessive spoilage.

2. Fan Selection

Fan Selection searches the database and generates a list of fans that will deliver more

than the specified airflow rate for a given combination of crop, bin, and air distribution

system. Fans a¡e sorted according to lowest horsepower and then according to highest

airflow within each horsepower group.

3. Fan/System Performance

Fan/System Performance generates a table of airflow rates for several depths of grain

that would be produced by a specified fan for the given combination of crop and bin.

4.5. & 6. Drying Simulations
Dryingsimulation programs for wheat(4.), barley(5.), and canola(6.) are available in

the packags. They canbe run using a specified airflow rate or they can be run using a specific

fan. When a specific fan is used, the Fan/System Performance program runs automatically.

Fan temperature rise and power consumption data are returned to the simulation from this

progru*. Power consumption is used to calculate fan operating cost. Fan temperature rise

ir un i¡¡portant input to the drytng simulation program. The simulation progr¿Lm is very

sensitive to fan temperature rise therefore it is shown on the input screen to permit valid

comparisons betø¡een systems. The output from Far/System Performance is appended to the

simulation output form after the simulation has run.

Harvest dates between August l5th andNovember l4th and initial and final moisture

contents can be selected. Dryrng completion is determined by the moisture content in the top

layer or by the averagemoisfure content in the bin. Seed grain is considered to have spoiled

when there has been a predicted germination drop of 10%. Commercial grain spoilage is

based on visible molds and fatty acid content. Grain price is used to determine the overdrying

cost. Additional inputs include supplemental heat and humidistat settings to control the fan

or heater or both.
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Program output includes the number of days to reach the desired final moisture

content for the \¡/orst, second worst, and third worst years. The number of days is also

shown for an average year which uses a simple average of 33 years of weather data. If the

grain spoils before dryrng is completed, the line "Days to reach 14.5o/o* shows the number of
days until excessive deterioration occtlrs and the number is tagged with asterisks. If the grain

is not dry or spoiled by November 15th, the number of days is tagged with minus signs.

12. MENU DESCRIPTION FOR GSIS
MainMenu: Consultation

menu item: New...
Select this menu item to start a new consultation.

menu item: Retrieve...
Select this menu item to retrieve a consultation saved previously.

menu item: Save...
Select this menu item to save the current consultation information.

menu item: Restart...
Select this menu item if you want to discard the current consultation
information and start over from the beginning.

menu item. Quit...
Select this menu item when you want to quit the consultation. Remember to
save before you quitl

Main Menu: Information Modules
menu item: Insect Information...

Select this menu item to view information about different insect species.

menu item: Grain Sampling Information...
Select this menu item to view information about zuggested grain sampling

techniques. This information is useful when looking for insects in grain.

menuitem: Sanitationlnformation...
Select this menu item to view information about recommended sanitation

techniques.
menu item: General fnformation...

Select this menu item to view general grain storage information.

Main Menu: Make Changes
Use this menu to make changes to the initial grain parameters. Select the

appropriate menu item to make changes to individual parameters. Select the

Finished Making Changes...'menu item to return to the summary screen.

Main Menu: Pick Insect Species
Use this menu to select different insect species to view. The current screen

canbe printed. Return to Main Program' takes you back to the screen in the

main program from which you came.
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Main Menu: Sampling Information
Use this menu to view information relevant to sampling for insects.

MainMenu: Sanitation Information...
Use this menu to view information on recommended sanitation techniques.

13. GSIS SAIVIPLE PROBLEM (Answer the questions as shown below.)

1. Temperature units
2. Distance units
3. Volume units
4. Grain type
5. Moisture content
6. Grain temperature
7. Frost damaged kernels
8. Mechanical breakage
9. Sprouting or Excessive Weathering
10. Small particles
I 1. Large particles
12. Granary sanitation
13. Presence ofinsects
I 4. Previous infestations
15. Harvest date
16. End of storage date
17 Bin height
18. Bin diameter
19. Is the storage bin airtight?
20 . .\er ation equipment?
21. Crra:-r;r dryer?
22. Pneumatic grain conveyor?

"C
feet
bushels
wheat
dry
hot
no
significant levels
no
none present
sip.ificant numbers present

yes

were present
yes

September 5, 1.995

December 31, 1995
15

15

no
no
yes

yes

answer:

answer:

answer:

answer:

answer:

answer:

answer:

answer:

answer:

answer:

answer:

ans\¡/er:

answer:

answer:

ansu¡er:

answer:

answer:

ans\ryer:

answer:

ans\¡/er:

answer:

answer:

When you get to the Storage Life Display, leave the values for moisture content and
grain temperature as shown. The calculated storage tife should be 77 days.

When you select 'ok', the following screen should be displayed.
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Natural Cooling Output
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When you select 'ok', you should see the

following screen.

Select the Rusty grain beetle.

Choose 'ok'. You should see a screen

telling you that you have a g¡ain-feeding

insect problernwhich should be dealt with
soon. You should then see the screen

shown below.

When you have finished exploring the
various options, select'ok' and you should

see the screen shown below.
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Insect Corûol Measures
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Read this screen carefully. It tells you

that the best way to prevent an insect

infestation is to cool the grain. When you

proceed, you will see the Conclusion
displays, as shown below.

Note: You will have to scroll down using

the arrows at the right-hand side to see

the entire screen and reach the 'OK'
button.

If you would like to try other options, select the

menu labelled Make Chanses' and make the

desired changes.

Potential for Future Insect Infestations
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GSIS User Survey

Name:
Address:
Phone Number:
Occupation:

I would be grateful if you could take some time to answer the following questions

Your comments and suggestions will be considered when making improvements to the
progam.

Thank-you,
Danny Mann @rogram Developer)

1. How would you describe the ease of use of the program?

_ easy

_ satisfactory

_ very difficult

Comments:

2. Did you have any specific problems or difficulties during your consultation with
the computer? If so, please explain.

3. Did you learn anything about grain storage during your consultation?

_ nothing new

_ very little

_ a few things
a lot

Comments:
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4. Did the consultation raise questions which were left unanswered?

_ yes

_no
If yes, please write your unanswered questions below.

5. How would you judge the potential of this program for teaching the fundamentals
of grain storage to university students and/or farmers?

_ poor

_ average

_ good

Comments:

6. How would you judge the potential of this progr¿rm as a practical tool for a farmer
or grain storage manager?

_ poor

_ average

_ good

Comments:

7. Were the zuggestions and recommendations reasonable based on your experience?

_ none of them were

_ a few were
most of them were

Comments: (which do you not agree with?)
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8. What is your overall impression of the program?

- 
poor

- 
needs a few imProvements

- 
good (with minor changes)

Comments

g. Do you have any suggestions? Is anything missing?

10. As a potential future user, what do you feel is the best way to gain access to such a

program?

- 
purchase a copy for your own computer

- hu,r" access to the progfam through a grain elevator agent

have access to the þtogr* through an agricultural representative

- 
other

Comments:

Thank-you for your time. We are hopeful that this.computer progfam will be a

usefur tool for farmers and grain storage managers. your input will help us to achieve that

goal!

RETURN ADDRESS:

Department of Biosystems Engineering

438 Engineering Bldg'
WinniPeg, MB

R3T 5V6

ATTENTION: D. MANN
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APPEI{DD( G

Sample Froblem using GSIS given to

a class of Agricultural Engineering Students
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Grain Storage Information SYstem

The Grain Storage Information System (GSIS) is an expert system for grain

storage managemenr undeiwestern Canadian conditions. one of the main priorities of this

sy$e; is that it be able to assist grain storage managers make decisions which will result in

safe storage of the grain.

you have recently been hired by a private consulting company who has undertaken

the task of marketing and distributing this system to farmers and.ior grain storage managers.

An interested farmer has contacted yout .ornpany with a set of grain conditions. He (she) is

curious to see what kind of a recommendation will be given by GSIS. Your boss has given

you the task of writing a response to this interested farmer'

your report should be based on information contained within GSIS (including the

information scråens). It is likely that you will have to make some assumptions because the

farmer has sent you only the following information:

gram type:

harvest dnte:
intended selling dnte:
grain moisture content :

bin size:

available equipment:

wheat
September 3 (hot, sunnY doY)

January I
14.5%
20 feet in diameter bY 20 feet tall
(with aerationfloor)
pneumatic grain conveYor

aeration fan (only if absolutely necessary)

There were bugs in my grain last year, but I don't htow what kind. I haven't

sampledyet this Year.

Note: Remember that you are trying to convince this farmer to buy GSIS'
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